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9uring the'past 60 years, Peter Drucker has heiped guide many business ieaders with his 
thoughts on management and economics. Well into what most wou!d consider retirement, a t  
92, Drucker stiili continues t c  contriSLrte to the business wcrid as a consultant, author, and 
professor. Drucker shared some of his ideas on the vaiue of information professionals, the 
Internet, and a number cf other things in  a recent interview with Information Outlook. 
7,2 V$L c h , c  &- 3 rmt 2 $%jecf? 
What percentage of your work couic! be considered p~ojects? If you ask iiandy Engiund, it is 
probably a iarge percentage. In this month's Informotion Outlook, Engtund, a author and 
project manager, Looks at  what exactly is a project and how yo3 can successful!y complete 
one. 
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Technology has changed a lot during the iasifnree generations. The wcrld has gone from 
having radios and newspapers delivering information to high-speed modems and cable 
television transmi?5ng information. And the explosion will oniy get bigger, says Stephen 
Abram. This month Abran: pinpoints some of the newest technoiogies around the corner and 
w h a t  they wiii mean to infoorvation p r o f w i o ~ a k .  
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11 We Take the Lea 
The December issue of Washingtonian Magazine featured editor's choices of 
the fifty most intelligent people in the nation's capital. A few days earlier, an 
article in the Wahington Post boasted that Washingroc, D.C. is home to the 
most educated popuia:ion in the United States. So, you can imagine my delight 
when 1 discovered that a librarian was included in the Washingtonian article 
among the likes of Francis Collins, father of the Human Genome Project, and 
heralded filmmaker Charles Guggenhem. 
This dynamic information professional I am speaking of is Dr. Jolande Goldberg, 
creator of the K {Law) classification within the Library of Congress classifica- 
tion scheme. A renowned sculptress, Dr. Goldberg trained as a lawyer in Ger- 
many and immigrated to the United States after marrying her Anerican scien- 
tist-husband. She soon joined the Library of Congress staff as a cataloger, and 
the rest is libra:~ his~orv. I have known joiande for about I8 years, She is both 
extraordinary and exemplary of the attributes that information professionals 
possess. 
Le: me give you examples of the characteristics that I have in mind. informa- 
tion ljrofessionais appreciate the importance of following rules, and they are, 
themselves, excellent rule-makers. It is no wonder that our profession has been 
charged through the centuries with organizing knowledge and describing it in 
a consistent and logical way. Next, we are tenacious-sometimes even obsti- 
naxe. This enables us to find facts at the end of a jumble of ches.  We have high 
standards for our informa~ion. In fact, some ciaim that our perfectionistx prc- 
pensities can often come across as overkill to our clienteles. 
Just as we appreciate the provabiiity of science and statistics, we are also a 
creative lot. We enjoy rhe challenge of diverse responsibilities. Whiie we may 
want ro establish and embrace traditions, we are not likely to sacrifice practi- 
cality and better practice in the name of tradition. Finally, while we play an 
enormous role in the viability of a democratic government and the vitality of a 
free economy, we are able to laugh at ourselves and not be overly impressed 
with our achievements. Again, some may say this contribntes much to our 
feelings of being undervalued. 
In the months ahead, SLA, your professional association, wiil ask you ro con- 
sider many serious issues that will have a direct impact on the association's 
fnture direction. You will need to bring many of your positive professional 
traits to the forefront in order to make the "right decisions." Hopefully some of 
the negative traits, which 1'11 save for ancther column, wiil no: be able lo 
overly influence our thcught process. Thank you, Jolande Goldberg, fcr being 
such a wonderful example and representing our profession among the "Fifty 
Best." We aspire to follow your lead. 

92 year old has written more than 30 books about society, politics, economics, and management during the past 60 
years. He has also contributed articles t o  the Wall Street Journal and Harvard Business Review. 
Drucker was born in Vienna in 1909. After receiving his 
law degree, he worked in finance and journalism before 
rr.oving to the 'Jniled States. Soon after arriving in the 
United States in 1937, he began writing books. Through 
these bocks and his academic work at Bennington Col- 
lege in Vermont, Kew York University Graduate Business 
Schooi; and Clarenont Graduate University in Califor- 
nia, Drucker has carved out a niche as one of the leading 
business thinkers of our time. He recently took a mo- 
ment to share his thoughts with Information Outlook. 
Z:r$am 2.1 ~f;,', OxtI~ck: What place do you think librar- 
ians and information professionals occupy within the 
broader organizational legions of knowledge workers? 
Pew: "$1: &e+. Gezeral libraries (public iibraries) do not 
contain infor~atran. They contain data. The customer 
decides what 1s information. Specifically, the general li- 
brary contains no more information than does the tele- 
phone bcok unless the customer knows what he or she 
needs and wants. The general library is just a store, al- 
though librarians can-and do-make a difference. 
In a special library the iibrarians have the knowledge 
that ecabies them to convert the data in the library into 
information for the clients. I am always amazed how much 
topical knowledge special librarians have &out the in- 
ternational trade that is the business of their customers. 
Librarians in a special library know what their custom- 
ers need and often they know it much better than their 
customers in the organization do. They can-and do- 
anticipate the customer's information needs. They can- 
and do-reach out to the customer and point him or her 
in :he right information direction. They can-and do- 
know what new data is in their customer's fieid or sphere 
of intexst. 
To let you in on a secret, when I had a new client in a 
field of which I knew nothing (say a company making 
biomechanical products), I would first go to the librarian 
in the company's special library and say, "I know abso- 
lutely nothing about this field. What do I need to read 
and know that will enable me :o understand what the 
client is talking about?" Not once have I been let down. 
IS: If someone told you that all the information she needs 
is available on the world wide web for free, how would 
you respond? 
Pr3: All of the data-or at least much of it-may be on 
the web. But in the first place this isn't information any 
more than the road atlas is information. Unless I know 
that I want to drive from Washington to Charlotte, NC, 
the atlas contains nothing for me. 
X am reading, for instance, ail the plays of Shakespeare. 
It's been years since I last read them and 1 find that I 
have forgotten almost everything. The reading is a won- 
derful and a most enjoyable surprise. Then I am read- 
ing, or rather struggling with, a very good book of sta- 
tistics. I once thought that I was a reasonably good stat- 
istician. In fact I taught statistics for a few years. The 
bcok is not technically difficult but it is conceptualiy 
very challenging. 
Neither rhe Shakespeare plays nor the statistics book is 
data I can find on the web. Sure, I could read both on- 
line, but it would be tiring on the eyes. I could not lay 
the book down and go back to it two days later. I could 
not turn back from The Midsummer Night's Dream or put 
the statistics book down and go for one of my earlier 
papers on statistical theory (yes, 1 wrote a few 60 years 
ago and they are fortunately forgotten) and say, "That is 
what I should have seen, it should have been obvious." 
But there is another problem with the web. It is not a 
telephone book. A telephone book has a system. The web 
is a jumble of data without index. Maybe the search 
firms that now spring up will substitute for ar, index, 
though it is a very poor substitute. A library has an in- 
dex. But even more important, it has 2 Iibrarian who can 
say to me, "If this is what you are looking for, try Section 
H5." The code and the librarian convert the chaotic and 
unlimited universe of data into information and no web 
february :.:;I. 2 
will ever be able to this, if only jecause there is no way age of aronnd 45: know of the discipiines on which tkeir 
to classify the universe. Wu first have to codify it. own specialty depesds, For instance, how little econorx- 
ics or statistics or government these bright business ex- 
fa: What do you think today's leading-edge knowledge ecutives know. They dcr't ha-de to be statisticians; they 
worker should be reading? The Bible? The latest crop of shouidn't be. 3ut they need to know what statistics is all 
business and management titles? Something in between about, what its basic a s s ~ w t i o n s  are, what it is good 
those extremes? 
-- r-u: The iEportant 
thing is that he or she 
should  be  reading. 
They'll need continu- 
ing education in their 
specialty. Knowledge 
changes incredibly fast 
and today's knowledge 
is tomorrow's igno- 
rance. That is the great- 
est difference between 
skills and knowiedge. 
Skills historicaily 
changed very slowly. 
Socrates, who was a 
stonemason, would be 
at borne i c  today's n a -  
son yard. The tools 
have not changed, nor 
have the methods. -My 
name (Drucker) means 
printer and my ances- 
tors were printers in 
Amsterdam, Eolland, 
for 250 years-frca 
1520 to the second half 
of the i8'"entury. In 
that time they did not 
have to acquire a single 
new skill; all the inno- 
vations in printing un- 
til the early lat1 centxry 
for, what it definiteiy is not good for, and where to go if 
they need specialized advice abour what figures mean 
and  can mean.  They 
for a person 13 be gener- 
aily educated. Stherwise 
you shrivel ~p ~ u c h  too 
soon. Whether this 
means reading the bible 
{I read the New Testa- 
meet every few years) or 
reading the great i g t h  
century novelists (the 
greatest and shre-aides: 
judge of people and of 
society who ever iipredj, 
or classical philosophy 
(which I cannot read-it 
puts me to sieep imme- 
diately),  or history 
had been made 5y 1530 or so 
(which is secondary). 
Wha: matters is that the 
k ~ o w l e d g e  worker, by 
t ~ e  t i n e  he  s r  she  
reaches middle age, has 
developed and ncuris3ed 
a h u n a n  being rather 
than a tax accountant or 
a hydraulic engineer. 
But knowledge is differen:. My ortho@ist is aiways learn- 
ing new information aboat knees (I Save a bad one from 
an old injury). So ;he first thing for the knowiedge worker 
is to keep on reading to keep abreast of &is cr  her kcowf- 
edge area. That applies to whether you are a tax accoun- 
tant, a physician, a dentai assistant, or a librarian. 
Specialized knowledge by itseii is 04 'limited productiv- 
ity. The individual knowledge worker ceeds to be able to 
relate to the consteliation of knowledge cf which Iris or 
her on7n specialized knowledge is a star ir, the cinster. I 
am always appalled how little a y  briliiant and snccess- 
ful advanced execztive management students (average 
O-sherwise, a few years iater, tax accounaiag or hydraulic 
engineering will secoae awfrrtly stale and Soring. 
IOr What are the criticai business trends that informa- 
:ion professionals shouid observe as they strive io envi- 
sion pcssible futures for their organizations? 
q,, , L< I'd say the single most importact one is the need for 
all organizations to have infornailon about the ontsxle 
world There are no results inside an orgacizaticn. The 
only profit center, as i Lave often said. is a clrstomer whose 
check doesn't boance. Yet, present-day data systems pro- 
duce a i ~ l o s t  exclns;vely inside data. We have :ncmdibiy 
little data a b o ~ t  he cst9:de. C ~ r ~ p a n i e s  may know 2 
good deai abouf, their clrstorners. They kcow nothing, as 
A good day. A fantastic day. The pressure was on. 
You delivered. Facts at your fingertips. The power to  search, Your way, Pinpoint precision. 
Bes~ content. Dow Jones and Reuters. Two global leaders. One incredible new service. 
Visit \~~t~,factiva.comlfactiva to  find out more 
Dowioner & Reuters 
Everyone in your company is counting on you, every day. 
LexisNexis7" is counting on you, Too. 
-. 
r:nd everything you need :o silcceed, ail in ace  ioca:ion 
T 1 i t  s how yoti know TM 
LsxsNexis  and the Knoniedg: 3urs: logo zre tradernarxs of  
Reed Elsev er Properties lnc dsed ~ n d e -  Lcense 
8 2301 LexsNexis, a d w s i o n  of % e l  Elsever ,-c. All  r lghts w e r v e d .  
a ruie, about their non-customers-the people who should 
be our customers but buy from someone else. Why do 
they do that? And yet it is the non-customer where the 
important changes always start first. 
The same is true of technology. The most importa~t tech- 
nological changes of the last fifty years originated out- 
side of the industries most affected by them. In its infor- 
mation, the whole world has indeed been globalized, ir- 
revocab!y. Yet very few institutions-business or non- 
business-know much about the world, the economy, the 
socWy7 the market, and the values, outside their own 
market or outside their own country. I have been doing a 
good deal of work with churches of all denominations 
during these last 23 years and I am always amazed how 
little the priests and pastors know their own community 
beyond the four walis of their church. 
The secord major trend for librarians to watch is in man- 
aging employees and in managing people. The two are 
splitting. In respect to employees, the focus is i~creas- 
ingIy shifting for rules, regulations, and on avoidance of 
trouble. In respect to people, it is increasingly shifting to 
the developrcent of individuals and their strengths. 
30: Your writings deal quite a bit with communications. 
In view of the proliferation of e-mail, faxes, and mobile 
cornmunicatiacs devices, what is your take on the qual- 
ity of organizarional communications today? Are they 
better or worse? How do you feel about today's workers 
being "iinked" to their jobs on a "24/7/365" basis be- 
cause of improved technologies? 
PI?: It is beicg chained by technology to the job 24/7. 
This is the wrong question to ask of an old workaholic 
like me. I have been chained to my work 24/7 for 7G 
years without benefit of any technology except a pencil 
and a yellow pad. And nothing is easier than to discon- 
nect the technology. You have no one to blame but your- 
self if you are glued to your mobile phone while driving 
on the highway. (My motto is, of course, "Don't Do as I 
Do, Do as 1 Tell.") I cannot resist the telephone ringing! 
The effective people I know simply discipline themselves 
to have enough time for thinking. Maybe it is a few hours 
each day or a few weeks in the summer, or by locking 
the door and disconnecting the phone for three hours. 
Being cn the job-except in an emergency-24 hours a 
day simply means that you are incompetent. Many years 
ago, when I was s:ill in my twenties, an old and wise 
boss in London (I was the economist and asset manager 
for a small, fast-growing, private bank) stopped me in 
the afternoon when he saw me going out of the office 
with two big brief cases. "What have you got in them?" 
he asked. 1 answered, 'Work for tomorrow." 
"My boy," he said, "if you cannot do your work from 9 to 
5 you are simply incompetent, and we'll have to let you 
go." I never learned it, but he was right. Learn to man- 
age your time. The secret is no% to do the five =illion 
things that do not need io be done and will never be 
missed. And if you live in an organization that does what 
the typical German organization did when I worked in 
Germany and promotes the employee who leaves work 
with two briefcases, then do what the intelligent Ger- 
mans did-put bricks into these brief cases. 
10: What do you love about libraries? 
IYB: I love nothing about libraries. They are places. I love 
librarians and have been doing so since I was a young 
trainee, not yet 18, on my first job. After finishing high 
school in my native Vienna, I went to Hamburg in Ger- 
many as a trainee in a cotton-export firm. The work was 
terribly boring. I learned absolutely nothing in my 18 
months as a trainee, except that I would not spend my 
life exporting cotton. But across from the building in 
which the firm had its offices was a branch of the Ham- 
burg Municipal Library. 
We started working at 7:30 in the morning and were 
through by 4:00. Since I didn't have any money to go to 
the movies more than once a week, I spent most eve- 
nings reading books borrowed at the library before going 
home. An elderly lady-librarian saw me coming in two 
or three times a week and asked n;e what i was reading. 
I really did not have an answer and so she gently guided 
me to the ciassics in English, French, German (I was 
multilingual), to the historians, and so on. 
I have grown up reading. In those days, the 1920s, there 
was nothing else to do in the long winter afternoons and 
evenings after school and homework. We had no radio, 
no TV and the telephone was for emergencies. My father 
had a big and good library and I was allowed in it from 
my earliest childhood on. 
We did read a great deal-especially the Latin and Greek 
Classics-in school. Still, until those early days in Ham- 
burg, I had never focused my reading until that librar- 
ian did so by saying, "Have you ever read any Dickens 
or any George Eliot or any %Istoy or any of the great 
19'" century historians?" Ever since, I have been in love 
with librarians. 6 
Randy Englund is co-author of Creating an Environment for Successful Pia~ecti: the Quest ro Manage 
Project Management (Jasjey-Bass, 1997). He learned most ~ f h i s  lessons as a project monager at 
Hewlett-Packard and Genera! Electiic. He non  provides coaching to management and teams about thev  
project management culture. Contact him at englundr@pac.beli.net. 
when asked by a participant in a project management workshop. This person got  it-most everything we do, 
whether launching a space shuttle, developing a new product, introducing a new service, or responding t o  a 
request, i s  a project. 
More often than not, a project manager has to influence 
without authority. (Since you're reading this article, we'll 
assume you are a project manager, whether or not you 
have that official title.) It's been said we use only 10 to 
20 percect of our mental capacity; I posit that we also 
use only a small portion of our influence capacity, maybe 
only 10 percent. If you could double your influence ca- 
pacity, improving your capabilities by 10 percent, inag- 
ine the impact! 
More would get accomplished, there would be less stress, 
partners would cooperate instead of resisting, and work 
would be more fun. These are a few potential benefits. 
Yox can tame the naturally occurring chaos, not by mak- 
ing it go away, but by looking for patterns in human be- 
havior and applying a systematic set of process steps that 
lead to higher probability of project success. Because 
you apply this approach to more activities and improve 
your overall return on investments, you find yourselfask- 
ing the same question, "What is not a project?" 
Let's also assume that you have to communicate with oth- 
ers as part of your livelihood. You may be inundated by 
questions or requests for status. By understanding how 
people use the information, such as lo make decisions or 
take a different course of action, you provide the right in- 
formation at the right time to answer stakeholder ques- 
tions, thereby facilitating progress instead of impeding it. 
So if most of the things you do are projects, doesn't it 
make sense to learn about project management? But your 
bosses got the job done when they were at this point in 
their careers without all'this stuff, right? Yes, they often 
did it by brute force, by the seat of their pants, and by 
super-human effort of many people over long hours. They 
didn't know- there's a better way. 
While project management has been around sicce con- 
struction of the pyramids and buildings such as the Li- 
brary of Congress, the profession of project management 
is relatively recent, arising over the last ccuple decades, 
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especially in the 90's. Project management now applies 
to new product development as well as daily tasks. The 
Project Management Institute (www.pmi.org) has codi- 
fied a disciplined body of knowledge. Advanced college 
degrees and certification in project management are now 
availa5le; and more sharing happens via newsletters, jour- 
nals, 2nd conferences. In essence, your boss (or cus- 
tomer) may not have had the benefit of this explicit know':- 
edge and may be expecting you to follow the old story. 
You cow have a new story to follow. 
A project is definer! as a temporary endeavor to deliver a 
unique product or service. It can be characterized by: 
* Newness of the task 
* Detailed specifications 
* Division into small steps 
* A one time process with specific time limits 
* An activity-based budget 
* Cornperition with other projects/activities for resources 
* Uncertainty about results and costs 
A successful project is recognized through several evolv- 
ing definitions: 
Classic Definition 
On time 
Within budget 
* Meets specifications 
Meets or exceeds customer expectations 
Dynamic Definition 
* Major project stakeholders agree that project is suc- 
cessful after it's completed 
Business Definition 
Let's look at the process of project management: 
Resources 
Activity-Based Budget 
Competes with Other Projects and Activities 
Peopie and Eq~igrnent 
Quality 
Customer Expectations 
Meets Standards 
Scope 
Newness of Tasks 
Detailed Specificatiocs 
Ucique Red:  
Schedule 
Specific Erne Limits 
Divided inro Srnaii Steps 
Milestones 
and validated by your sponsor and partners, your work 
becolnes much easier. Many projects suffer the plague of 
vague goals, scare resources, and impossible deadlines. 
That should become the old story. Many teams I've fa- 
cilitated through this step in the process are amazed by 
the power of clear, convincing, and compelling statements 
of purpose, vision, mission, and goals. People under- 
stand exactly what the project is about. Discussions then 
focus on how, not what, to do. This invokes their cre- 
ative juices and leads to more productive projects. You 
are now embarking upon the new story. 
Some tasks that happen within each block are: 
Projcc; outci~mc aiigned with business strategy 
Enough cash flow to cover expenses, make profit, 
pa); back cost of capital, and cre,lte shareholder value 
For all endeavors that meet the definition of a project, it 
makes sense to invoke the process of project manage- 
ment and be successful. With everything else you can 
continue to do what you did yesterday, follow the recipe, 
leave it to chance, or hope that somebody else knows 
what they're doing. Sure, sometimes it's fun to see what 
happens when you are creative and avoid structure. But 
when it's important that the outcome be done right or on 
rime or within a budget, then you have a project and 
need project management. 
I also want to focus on a few behavioral approaches that 
permeate all activities throughout every project. 
A requi-rements document includes a goal or project ob- 
jectives statement. It says what you will accomplish, by 
when, and for how much. If you get this statement cleared 
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A project manager manages the triple constraints of scope, 
schedule, and resources. You may recognize ?he mantra 
as, "I want it good, fast, and cheap." But the reality is 
that you can provide two out of three. Work with the 
team and sponsor to prioritize the most important and 
most constrained element. Is a deadline looming, such 
as a trade show, new product release date, or YZK-like 
event that must be met? Or does the project require a set 
of specifications to be met for you to do what you can 
within a budget constraint? Once you know the most 
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important element, identify the secocd most iaportant, 
noderate!y Rexibie element, and then the third, most flex- 
ible eleaent. Use th:s agreement about riorities when 
making trade-off decisions. When creeping elegance ap- 
pears, questioc if the feaiure is importact for the first 
release or if it can be delayed to a subsequent project. 
Wher, the cnstomer pnshes up the deadiine, negotate 
what features to drop. When resources are pulleG away, 
arrange for more t i a e  to complete the project. 
It takes courage :o push back during these times. Act with 
convicaion 5y drawing upon the miversa1 interaction of these 
elements. They are laws that dezemine snccess or failure. 
Do not set yourself up for failure by accepting i~possible  
or unrealistic demands. You become more credible when 
you come  fro^ a data acd process driven approach, not 
personal preference. Gonstactiy refer back to the project 
goal and your commitment to it when under pressure. 
Mazy management mistakes, such as mshing the planning 
process because it looks like nothing is happening, are made 
in times of anxiety. Use infomation to relieve that anxiety 
Ask how your customer or stakeholders will use project 
information, and negotiate a project manage:exlent informa- 
tion system that provides the minimum amount of effort to 
answer their questions and enables them to take aappropri- 
ate actions. The sanx goes fcr project netrics, in general. 
Also beware of the inhere& pitfals of poor conmunica- 
hion! These include hiding insecurities, not revealicg mis- 
'takes, not wanting orhers to know what you are doing, get- 
ting more work duxped on you, an6 being the messenger 
of bad news who gets "shot." Sicce these pitfalls are every- 
where, take explicit actions to demonstrate that you place 
greater value on good communication. Emourage peopk 
to share their concerns. "ut effcrt into providing personal- 
ized feedback. Xewarsl desired behaviors. 
Be authentic in saying what you believe, and practice 
integrity in doing what you say and for :he reasons yoc 
say. These values and practices 5ecome driving forces 
that command respect for you as 2 project manager and 
lead to successful projects. 
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One may argue that much of what happens in nature is 
not a project, just ongoing cycies of creation and renewal. 
A fruit tree is a powerfu! ~ e t a p h o r  and serves as a sym- 
bol for my prac2ce. A gardener has to create an environ- 
ment for the tree to flourish-you cannot command a 
tree to grow. Eikewise, people in organizations have to 
create an environment for project success. 
flow through the trunk and into the branches and leaves; 
theories Turn into methods and toois that create results. 
These activises are repeatable because they derive frors a 
solid (known! foundation [roots and theories). liepeat- 
able project success requires that you invest in an innova- 
tive infrastrccture (theories, methods, and toolsj and then 
appiy that practical knowledge to create resuits (fri~itj. 
The whoie process begins with seeds and seed liistribu- 
tioc. Seeds represent the porential for an organizatiorl. 
Aii gre-wth starts snaii. !t then builds linkages and grows 
organically. Additional gro-wtll mEes from new branches 
on old trees. Success creares seeds thar seek fer':ik ground 
to grow into new opport:;nities. Likewise, every a c c o n  
piishment starts snalland has potential, when nourished 
with project management, to make a big i ~ p a c t .  
Nature's approach fs random and may not s e x  our roks 
in organizatiocs. An effective project Eanager learns that 
overiaying the projec: mmager~ent process on cafvre's 
ebb acd flow is a powerfui .mxhanisrr,, captxring the best 
of bath. You sense that something =ore than a chaotic 
environment 1s ossiS1e. Recog~izing patterns of growth 
and people's responses to challenges and feeciback are roois 
in yanr toolki:. You are Bexibie and realize ",ere are many 
different ways to reach a goal. It's aiso okay to fail be- 
cause you learn from these failures and i m ~ e d i a t d y  ap- 
ply the learnings to ywir next project. Repeat or improve 
ir- :Lngs that -#orla, and stop doing or modify things that do 
not. Yox can hardly wait for ?he next project. 
Ignoring environmental factors in a determined manner 
to achieve short-ter-n success dces not build a 5ase for a 
long-term career. las;ead, balance your approach toward 
performance (results), the experieace of people on the 
project team, and learning, A single-minded focus on 
resuits may create stress, burmut, sabatage, and leave 
co time for ':earning. When this is the same patlern over 
time, it reduces t%e organizat:on7s ability to achieve se- 
suits. Make an effort to set peaple and project goals and 
to conduct project reviews, borh during acd after projeczs. 
A preferred approach is to set a goai of: 
19 Irieniifying stimuia~ing project resuits, 
Creating a pcsirive, exhikrabing, "this Is fun" experi- 
ence, and 
Learning about eopie,  group dynamics, ne-w skilis. and 
ways to do things better. 
Rather than becoming scarce, poiectial prcject xexbers 
iook at prr and say, "Yes, 1 nnderstard that what we're 
dcing is a project, and 1 -wa~f. to work on it with you." 6; 
information - 
and EBSCO is developing a range of services to  heip 
simplify management tasks and make access easy for your 
parrons. Ordering e-journals through ERSCO allows you to  
tab advantage of all the services for which you've 
tmciitionaiiy counted on your serials vendor: consolidated 
invcieirg, collection development reports, budgeting and 
cast zilocztion assistance and more. For e-journals, we aiso 
provide a sophisticated range of linking capabilities 
(including SrnarrDnks from EBSCO and third-party 
dazibases, SFX and reference linking), easy integration with 
library systems. and authentication for more than 5.000 
titles. End users benefit from &st, sc~iable search options 
and the ability to search across an entire e-journal 
coilection. 
And we're not finished yet.lhanks to your input, we are 
creating comprehensive services 
t o  offer what you've asked for: 
simple e-journal 
administration and quick, 
easy access to  
full text. 
Stephen Abram, MLS, is ifice presfdent of Corporate Dai/glopmoni Micromedia Limited 
and president of the Ontan's Library /soc ia t ion .  
Almostevery aspect of our Uves differs in some way from that of our parents and grandparents because of advances 
in society's ecology-heat, light, communication, and food. 
When my grandfather was born, communication con- 
sisted of mail that arrived twice a day, six days a week. 
The telephone was not around yet but you could send 
Morse code messages across the continent. When you 
bought a home in the city, you expected that you would 
have ~ a i i  delivery there. 
When my grandfather was first married, he bought a 
"starter" home. Electricity was an optional extra, no one 
in his neighborhood had phones, and home fuel (coai), 
ice, milk, and bread were delivered. For news and enter- 
tainment iLe ivent to the movies (or the "the show" as they 
were called] or to a friend's place to listen to their radio. 
By rhe time n y  iather was born in the 1930s, oil was 
delivered and some neighborhoods were heated by natu- 
ral g2s. Mail, ice, milk, and bread were delivered. People 
started to get telephone party lines in their neighborhood 
because a "whole phone" costs a lot and there was not 
enough "bandwidth" available for everyone to use one 
acyway. Houses were being built with telephone con- 
nections as options. Parts of the city were given phone 
service in geographic parcels. You couid tell where sorne- 
one Iived {and their neighb0rhood's prestige) by the tele- 
phone sxchange (I was in the poorer Howard 5-3344 dis- 
trict). Ekctricity was expected with all new homes. You 
needed it, of course, for yww radio, which gave you news 
and entertainment. 
By the rime my father and mother got married, the home 
they boagh? came with a telephone (pasty line) and elec- 
tricity. Xatzral gas was available in the neighborhood 
but the house came with an oil tank-an upgrade located 
in the previous owner's coal room. Cable access was an 
optional extra, which few people had. As a child we could 
get 011, milk, and bread delivered, but not ice. 
We r~oved when I was ten, and, as a teenager, I watched 
as homes were k i l t  around us. Each new subdivision 
had many standard features and no one questioned that 
eiectrfcity and multiple telephone jacks would be installed 
in each new home. Indeed, Ma Bell came around and 
installed up to five new jacks in everyone's house for 
free. Even though the jacks were free, no one deixanded 
that the phone service should be too. Later everyone in 
the neighborhood was hooked i;p to cable TV. It was 
inexpensive and an incredible improvement on the ghastly 
and ghostly antenna reception. 
Now fast forward to 2001. My brother just bought a house. 
Cable, telephone, and electrical access were standard. 
Most people in his neighborhood have satellite dishes 
(some the size of pizzas:. Everyone heats with natural 
gas or electricity. There is no mi%, bread, or ice delivery 
in this neighborhood. Not only do they not receive mail 
delivery to their door twice a day, six days a week like 
our grandparents did, their mail isn't delivered to their 
door at all. It comes once a day, five days a week to a 
neighborhood "Supernaiibox," 
Ir, n y  neighborhood most kids have computers and com- 
puter games. Their homes usually have at least one, if 
not more, personal computers. They often have laptops 
along with home fax machines and multiple telephone 
lines. I estimate a clear majority of these homes use the 
Internet and many have broadband high-speed access. 
Twelve months ago my neighborhood was one of the last 
in my city to get broadband connectivity through both 
cable and telephone lines; everyone debates which is best 
to address their family's e-mail, instant messaging, and 
Internet addictions. PZo one seems to miss the twice a 
day mailman, the milkman, or the breadman. Few even 
remember the ice and coal men. 
The travelers and businesses ori the highways of my 
grandfather's day have given way to the information high- 
way of my day. The actual ecology-heat, light, commu- 
nication, entertainment, and work-changed in big ways 
over three generations. We can certainly expect that 
change to continue and possibly increase. 
At work, as a librarian, teacher, strategist, and product 
developer, I have adapted fairly we11 to the changes of 
the past six years-the Internet, variant e-mal systems, 
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OCLC Metadata Chamtract Sewlces, ycur contract cataloging soeution, jets you 
add the staff expertise you need at a price yo: can affsrd, Providing 
conversiol?, cataioging and ~hysicai  pracessiqg for materials in ah; 
bl5iiagraphic fcrmats and many languages, 6CLCss ccntract rataioging 
solution can help you eiiminate your  bzekicg and keep :? with y m r  current 
cataloging-getting materiais ta your users faster. A q d t y  solution for short- 
or Iong-term catalogil-g assistance, CiCLC Metadata C~ntract  Services iets you 
balance your resources effectiveiy, 
See our quaiifications at 
the web, or ta ls ,  intranets, extranets, multiple search 
engines, and blended approaches to the invisible web, 
the public web, as well as licensed products and new 
book paradigms. 
AI conferences; chapter meetings, work and play, and 
lunches with colleagues, we talk about our visions of the 
technology future and explore the relevant role we may 
play in that future ecosystem. There are a few key trends 
in the technoiogy arena that I think will have an impacr 
on libraries that will be greater than the impact of the 
web in the next five years. The web as we know it is just 
an acorn. From it and other developments, a mighty oak 
will grow. Let's :Je ready. 
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We're about to see the greatest mutation of the "search" 
paradigm ever. Until now, the web search engines were 
pretty m c h  word searchers that explored inverted in- 
dexes and, more recently7 applied relevancy algorithm 
to their resuits i~~s tead  of the less-than-satisfying aipha- 
betical or chronoiogical results lists of the immediate past. 
This is cot too different from what librarians have been 
doing electronically since the 1970's: These are just 
ranked lists and pointers to resources. 
Take a look at some of these recent newcomers and how 
they've changed the face of "search." Do end-users need 
training anymore? Do they need intermediaries or search 
coaches? You bet they do, but we need to understand it, 
too. 
These search engines have different ways of adding value 
to search. Some do it through insights into the nature of 
"discovery" and some just display the results for qujcker 
access. AT the tinx of this writing {Dec. 2001) many as- 
ers, including Iibrarians, are still using AltaVista-even 
though its index hasn't been updated since June/July 200:~. 
Indeed, as iibrzrians we were appalled at the number of 
people who trled to use Google to retrieve news within 
minutes of the 9/11 tragedy. A service such as Google ?hat 
bases its resuit display on link popuiarity has precious little 
rime to find popular iinks for current events! 
So, oEe major trend in search is to create a visual display 
that looks like a map or a so la  system and shows you the 
relationships and dimensionality of the information in ihe 
content that is derived from the internal taxonomies, the- 
sauri> or proprietary algorithms. This has a grear deal of 
porential. Some of the most interesting are WebBrain.com 
from TheBrain.com and CoBrain. Other exampies cf these 
sort of visual search interfaces are InXight, Kartoo, iLOR, 
AntarctLca, and Vivisimc. Have a peek. 
The other major trend is to not just visually map a search 
result but to organize the hits- not just public web hits 
but these tools can often be licensed and tuned to your 
intranet or invisible web resources. Sometimes these look 
like folders that mirror the metadata in the source, some- 
times they create metadata on the fly through sources 
they choose-as minor as a Roget's or as proprietary and 
high value as MESH or LCSH headings and trees. Some 
just look like editorially (human: organized links but 
they're not. You can see how some of this works at North- 
ern Light, Oingo from Applied Semantics, and WiseNut. 
We are also feeling growing pressure, as librarians, to be 
more timely and to predict content that users want be- 
fore :hey know it exists or that they need it. We need to 
keep our eyes on the tools for proactive and personal alert- 
ing through took like the Northern Light Alerts, Mind-it, 
Spy-on-it, and specialized Bots (we car, see a link list of 
these a: Steve Arnold's site, htrp://www.arnoldit.corr;j. 
Oar beloved Google Sad better evoive and adapt, too. 
In the search engine world, survival of the fittest rules. 
We're already seeing Google offering a multitude of new 
services (and ads) that index and serve up many infor- 
mation formats besides the traditional HTML and :oads 
of new additions including some media and beyond PDF 
options. 
Are you ready ior multimedia searching? As more an6 
more valuabie, but non-text, information is stored and 
accessible via the web, you'd better be. We're siarting to 
see the picture search go on steroids. There is iots of 
muscle. Take a gander at what Google, AltaVista, and 
MS Corbis are doing. Kave you tried the new music search 
engines? There is some pretty amazing stuff here too. 
Are you ready to search full motion digital video in DVD's? 
Take a look at such neat stuff as the new Napster fiiters, 
video search engines Eke LookThatUp.com, and graph- 
ics SearchBots like BayTSP.com. 
Are you ready for multilingual searching? How about 
being able to easily search other languages when they 
are buried and wrapped in a picture or graphic? A lot is 
happening in this space. WisePd has Korean and Japa- 
nese options for its visual search. The majority of web 
language translations can be handled at Babylon.com. 
Babylon also offers thousands of muitiiingual thesauri 
along wirh a new feature that offers male and femaie 
voices gving English word pronunciation. Kartoo shows 
a French visual thesaural implementation for search. 
Imagine a controlled vocabulary being displayed as a 
constellation and you can see how cool Kart00 is. 
re the databases are going 
to get even more massive. The Pages of the Past product, 
which covers all editions of the Torcnto Star newspaper 
since 1894, is 2 rerabytes of images and searchable texr 
alone. We're fast approaching the logical limits of Bool- 
ean searches to create a useabie and correct retrieval set 
that is scaieable for end-user applcatic~s.  The AnBrcti.ca 
dezm of the visual map for Pu3Med offers another con- 
cept for the upcoming way the web will look. The issues 
of finding (not just searching) bcth :he visible versus 
invisible web will challenge us in coming years. 
It's becoming dear that the search "problem" on the web 
z a y  end up bemg soived by some of ti?e PC Gaae op- 
tions. This wiil allow yos to navigate a three-dimenszonal 
space using such currengy crude tools as joysticks, gloves, 
and eyeball goggles! Imagine that the result of your search 
is reached after joairneymg down a very complex path- 
basically the research result 1s the ""Fncess" you're sav- 
ing at the end of the game. You 5ave to pick up clues by 
going through many dcors as you seek to solve the issue 
at hand. The process of search and find will happen like 
this and we've trained an entire generation to expiore 
information/proble~ space this way. 
The newt generation, bzt by no means finai, architecture 
of the Internet and web is already here. You can see this 
in the file sharing, so called P2P protocols rhat don't re- 
quire web pages or BTML to share infomation (images, 
documents, whole websites, records, etc. j . Combine ih4s 
with the same "why" generation that so easily shares and 
retrieves files throzgh Napster, Gnuteila, RAZAA, and 
Monpheus and we can see that the fillure is more than 
sharing MP3's and DVD's, Daniel Ghudnev's vision of 
Doester is arriving and will consist of documents and 
records and any digitizable object. 
Peer architecture is closeiy related to things that are near 
and dear to our hearts-full text, fuii image. and 5;ll ar- 
ticle delivery. We are seeing the emergence of industry 
standard advanced inreiligent iinking services that allow 
us to combine our abstract and indexing services-those 
services that we know are necessary for accurate and 
productive search and find-with access to o x  we3 based 
periodical subscriptions and colieciions. You can see this 
in the products and strategic pians from ingenta, Catch- 
word, Qvid SiiverPlatter's SilverLinker 8 WebSPXRS 5 ,  
Infotrieve, OCLC, and ProQuest, 
ar h a t  within five years the ?C 
will not be the dominant electronic tool or even access 
device. Several things are happening that we need to 
watch and adapt to. Fiwt of all, we are sefirg increasing 
nse of flat screens. This isn't jnst about saving space on 
desktops; it's about moving products, services and infor- 
mation to where the users are. We wiil eventuaiIy see 
screens qpearinp on our freezer doors, refrigerators, 
microwaves, walls, countertops, and desks. Imagine what 
it will mean to libraries when screens are paper-thin and 
can be applied anywkere-even on our 5ook stacks! Now 
imagine them k i n g  wireless! 
Yes, wireless is m o t h  cbvions trend that many iibrar- 
ies are adaptkg to quickly. Some campuses find such 
technological solutions as Skyport drops, which can work 
around their wiring issues, asbestos: urea formaidehyde, 
poured concrete, historic-buiiding limitarions in a very 
cost-effective and service enhancing way. 
We see the prolifera:ior, of P a i ~  Pilots, RIM Blackber- 
ries, WorldPhenes, and DoCoMe devices wcrldwide. En- 
deed it's a rare new PCS digital phone that doesn't come 
with, 31. have cptions for. MP3 piayers. radio, browsers, 
e-mail, TV; or voice recognitior,. Don't think it's going to 
happen? DoCoMc has been seiling 53,300 devices a day 
ir, Japan and WTT GoCoLMo has invested billions in AT&T 
to ensure its presence in the Nofih American market. And 
these devices are already advefi-tjsing in Teen Peopie; we ~e 
not the target narket, 
Some iibraries am snpporticg n o ~ a d i e  coxputing in rec- 
ognition that 21% is where their users are heading and 
it's an opportunity to improve service. Mount Sinai Mos- 
pitai li'orary in Toronto has made the wireiess plnnge and 
offers many key databases available through doctors' and 
other keaith professionals' Pal= Pilots a: the bedside. 
Information now truly needs to be wkese the TLsers deci- 
sions are, not where they have to go. Our mstoaers are 
now more in =ation than ever. A.zong others; 'Nestiaw 
and 0AG offer siailar services. 
Lastly, we can't forecast what's sex? withost tipping our 
hats to 20111: A Spice Odyssejj - "Ta% tc me Xal." %ice 
recognition (VR) is almost ready for S r x e  time. Indeed 
nany of us use it vhen we cai! 41F and give our ans-wer to 
the coxputer's que- ""Mhar city piease?" So, we're see- 
ing more amazmg t h i ~ g s  f ro3 Dragcn NaturailySpeaking, 
IBM ViaVoice Pro, RocketTa:aik.com, and Phiiips Speech 
Processing FreeSpeech. indeed Microsoft X? m s  released 
eariy rhis autumn and it has VR built in. it doesn't take a 
genius to see this tnming any telephom into a speak-search- 
asd-read-it-tc-me device. No o x  wants ro use the tele- 
phone button gad as an interfax. 
years we've been foiiowing the teckological advance 
we've ter=e_eb. "convergence." That's pretty -well over {To 
quote my daughter, "It's so last cen:uryln; and now the 
challenge will be to converge the content and technobgy 
inti: cur context. Moving library services to where they 
need it, nor just when, 
I call this new environment, a 'koiiabora:ory." I ~xiean 
this ro be envisioned as a blencied and cveriapping :kink- 


ing, decision-making, and learning environment. Add- 
ing librarian tricks to the bricks and clicks will be the 
goal. We have lots of terms that show us that this rrend 
is emerging. Terms Eke virtual teams, collaborative digi- 
tal reference, virtual reference libraries, and shared por- 
tals. This goes beyocd chat rooms and videoconierences. 
It's about conmunities of interest, communities of prac- 
tice, and e-neighborhoods. We're moving to a world 
where sharing and integrated, cooperative, artnerships 
will be :he norm. Libraries have been on the edge a£ 
some of rhese trends as we have developed state and. prov- 
ince-wide consortia1 licensing and services. We have seen 
the trends towards appiying practices in knowledge man- 
agement, conter,t managewLent systems, and managing 
the infornatjon srrpply chain as key to the infrastructure 
for an information and knowledge based economy. An 
interesting venture capital company to watch in this area 
is divine, Inc. You'll know them as the acquirers of 
RoweGorr,, Sagemaker, Eprise, etc. 
If you're interested in looking at some of the newer, be- 
y o ~ d  chat, ICQ and Internet messenger applications, then 
rake a iook ar things like Groove (just got VC of $53 mil- 
lion US), PlaceMiare, WebEx, Centra, Flypaper, Raindance, 
or Intrasets.com. We're looking at a new way of work- 
ing and a new environment into which to offer the ser- 
vices of librarians and researchers. 
Don't think that knowledge management isn't going away 
as a trend either. The tools are coming out fast and furious. 
You e n  -track them at the KM World website and their e- 
newstc-tter. I also maintain a page of interesting links 
(htt~://www.infotoday.com/i12001/cybe~/~ ~ 
Another very key trend is e-learning. e-learning is Internet- 
enabied learning. And, to be clear, we need to acknowl- 
edge that learning is the actual process by which humans 
adapt infomation. A blended learning environment is 
one where classroom instruction (virtual and live) and 
distance education courses are combined with e-learning 
that combines live inreractions and learning nuggets de- 
livered in appropriate timeframes-asynchronously and 
asymmetrically to the right work and study environment. 
If iibrzries are not integrated into the new blended learn- 
ing environment, then we will lose relevance to the main- 
stream of society. Om selection, collection, and service 
development skills will serve us well in this new environ- 
meEt of buying coxseware at the enterprise level. 
Some sites to consider learning about this e-Learning trend 
are the websites of some of the najor providers: Saba, 
ClickZiearn, Skillsoft, Docent, Isopia, SmartForce, and 
NewMindsets. 
if you're interested in actually developing courses or 
impknenting a learning management system, rhere are 
wonderful tools and templates to help you. Many !i- 
brarians have already migrated their products, services, 
and information literacy t ra i~ ing  to these web-based 
environments. 
Another easyto-adapt opportunity is web-based presen- 
tation management toois. These tools allow you :o place 
voice, video, or objects iike PowerPoint presentations with 
voiceover on the web. Try out Brainshark, Presenter, or 
DoTell. Another opportunity exists in Course Manage- 
ment Systems like Biackboard, eCollege, WebCT, Lotus 
Learning Space, WBT Systems Top Class, or Promefheus. 
I've created a iink page of Learning Management Systems 
(EMS) and Learning Content Management Systems (LCMS) 
for you to explore further (httgx//www.infotoday.com/ 
i12001/cybertours/abram/). 
There are loads of opportunities in the iibrary sector. One 
of the biggest is what we're calling Virtual Reference or 
Collaborative Digital Reference Services. This is the abil- 
ity to provide online remote service. This can be as simple 
as an "Ask a librarian . . . live!" button on your OPAC or 
iibrary site, Q&A Cal& or a real-time live-chat, home- 
work helper service. Some interesting things to look a: 
are LSSI's [Library Systems and Services LLC) Virtuai 
Xeference Desk or some of the specialized software in 
CRM (customer relationship management) or call center 
applications. 
We are increasingly involved in tying licensed i .n f or-ixa- 
tion to our enterprise's intranets. There are now suites of 
very cool tools available, largely from the tradirional li- 
brary electronic publishing cornmunify, which allows us 
to do this easily. You should check out Dialog Corporation's 
SmartLogik and NewsEdge IQ toolse~s, Faciiva Publisher 
and Factiva.com, LexisNexis Smart Tmls etc., WestLaw 
intranet Solutions, Northern Light SingiePoini Custom En- 
terprise Solution, and ProQuest's ihrchiver. 
Are you challenged by maintaining segmexted and niche 
lists of bookmarks3 Check o.;t community bookmark 
sharers like ITlist and Blink. Any new search on the 
phrase "bookmark manager" on any search engine nowa- 
days turns up a plethora of products! 
The trend toward personalizatior, is key. We can see loads 
of opportunity here too. Interesting applications can be 
seen in such personalization and profiling tools as 
NetPerceptions, Verity, Myyahoo, MyExcite, or MyMSN. 
Indeed the most recent versions of MS XP and MS 2000 
(MS Digital Dashboard thinking) adapt themselves as the 
user works with them to moderate their design to adapt 
to the user's usage patterns and behaviors. We are rap- 
idly approaching an era where users' PC stations and other 

devices will not have a default homepage or portal. There 
will be a totally personal environment there that is as 
unique as the user's fingerprint or iris blometrics. Where 
wili rhe l i b r a r i a ~ ' ~  services be in this world? 
We've often played a key role in content managerr,ent. 
Ax recent conferences we've seen the information SU'J- 
ply chain show signs that knowledge and content man- 
agement systems (CMS] are merging and then cor,verg- 
ing with workflow systems and e-learning applications. 
Reviewing the strategies and products of Vignette, 
Broadvision / Interleaf, MS ncompass, and then see- 
ing how they integrate with cool taxonomy tools acd 
services such as those provided by Data Harmony, 
Semio, 3abylon or Applied Semantics and tying this to 
industry and sector specific IS0 standard taxonomies 
puts our services into the stratosphere-if we step up 
to the pjate. 
What about books, yon say? We are definitely seeing 
cool developments in e-Book Management Systems. 
We're seeing large collections that are actualiy tied lo 
l\llfiRG records, allowing seamless integration in our 
BPACs. Some of the  more interesting ones are 
MeansBusiness jcombines books with abstracted alerts), 
Neilijrary (especialXy ir, some of the ongoing acquisition 
scenarios), Element K (combines books with e-learning), 
and indcstry oldster and cool application, Books24x7.com. 
Combine this with some of the intranet services emerg- 
ing from @hapters/Indigo, Barnes Sr Noble, Borders, and 
Amazon and the interesting partnerships shown at Ebsco, 
QCLC, and FatBrain that allow for custom publishing, 
storage, arid ordering and you see great potential. 
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three generations, we wild continue to adapt to change and 
opportunity. What was once challenging will become an 
accepted part of the new ecology and neighborhood. 
Tine strategic window of opportunity for librarians is huge, 
but keep in mindl that it won't be open long. We're about 
to enter rhe Boomer retirement era. 11 will be the largest 
Eight of knowledge capital from the open market in his- 
tory. Knowledge-tacit, explicit, and cultrrrai-will need 
to be transferred. The gauntlet has been thrown down 
for librarianship-use the technology, use our professional 
skills, learn from others, and we will be so stupendously 
successfu1 that the world will beat a path to our-vir- 
tuai-door. @ 
Electronic Service 
 h he LSL Boston.com LLC is a service 
provider for libraries in: 
Universities Research 
Technicai Colleges Corporate 
Institutes Consulting 
W e  offer: integration of your orders 
into the company's intranet, e/ectror?ic 
check of an order status, the online 
LSL Book DetectiveTM. 
Our service doesn't know limits, 
You can find our request form under: 
w w w . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o s t o n . c o r n ]  
f publication ir, 2000, 
ed to #7 in impact 
"Based or, the 2000 iSia 3oum21 Cit5:tion Reports %t2a 
People and eofleagues often ask me what I 
use to  keep up with changes in my world - 
nere n few recamwndations. 
Sea:ch, Find and Dispiay 
Coilrain 
http:///v~ww.c~brai:.com 
Your Dictionz:y.com 
hEp://www.yordic;~onary.ccm Canny Sutiivan's SearchE?pineWatc:: 
h%p://www.se2rchfngi?ewatch.com 
fieDBrain (The Brain) 
http://www.webbraii.corn 
n:tp://wuiw.:hebrain.com 
TXr% Szermaa's Search Cay 
?tta:~sea~chengi~ewatrh.com/sea:chday/ Inxigh: 
http://www.inkght,com 
Gary Pnce's T:?e V r k a i  8cquisitio.l SheE & 
Xews C s k  
~tt-,://reso~rc~sheif.b.ogspot.com 
Visibie Decisions 
i?tt~://www.vis!bIececi;i~ns.com 
Copernic.com (search hetpers) 
L I .t~p://www.coper.:ic.c"m L proactive & Persona: Alerting 
Wind-it 
http://v+wuv.netqiad.coq 
:;ear i n  the Rews by MeanRsiness, Inc. 
h~p://www.meansbosinzss.com 
Cingo.com (Applied Senantics) 
htrp://www.oingo.co!x 
h%p://www.ap~Liedserna?,itics.com 
!<ewsS:an 
?ex: vsxion:  Sen; message t o  
kewsScat@E;ewsSca:.com 
H T i M  version: Send mail t o  EewsScan. 
ht%l@VewsScan.ccr? 
Kartco.com :i? French) 
http://www.kar?oo.cm 
Ell iott Masie's T?caL?arn Trends 
b~p://wwv~.masie.con/l ist/  EL; Technologies (forme:ly Look That dp) 
h:rp://ww~~.i?dteci7.ccm/i~~ex.h:m; 
T e o m  (now par: o f  'skJeevesj 
http://www.teoma.com 
http://wwv.askjeeves.ccn 
?ZP - Peer Ketwo:king ar!d Sharing 
Xapster 
hrt?://www.napster.cc~ Free Pint 
~t~:///www.freepinttcorn 
Internet 7cu:htis 
ht:p://www.toi:rbus.com LOR (Googie ?tug in) 
http://www.i!o.:.ccm 
L i l  NewsleKe? (Liixarians' h e x  t o  the 
Inte:ner) 
hrtp:/fdmw.lii.o;g/search/3ie/maiiingl?st 
Research 3-22 
hdp://www.researcbDuzz.com 
SCOL: Report 
hrtp.//sccut.cs.wii-.edu 
Search Engine Showdown 
http://~~~,sea:~he?gineshowdown.con 
C n h e  Learning News 
ht:p://www.v~~iea:~.co!x/f:eeenews.hm Docster 
nt:p://www.:iX:zqjo~m~l.ccm/dccste:.asp 
, M i n e  Learnins Reviews 
htrp://~ww.v~l;ieaming.com and click Free 
E-newskten.  
InsiEe CoLiabo:ario:: The e-newsiette: for 
coiubc:ative s3h;i3:15. 
~:t~://u!ww.coliaborareexoos.com 
Googk Images 
htt?://wwn.image.gcog~e.con 
Advacce; l ink ing TecGwlogies 
I n g e ~ t a  
http://www.ingenta.corr! 
Invisibie Web 
Bright P.anet 
http://www.brichrp!anet.com 
Rita Wne's Search Sor t f~Uc  
hKo://www.workingfaster.com 
Invisible Web 
h:?p://wwi~.i~~nsib:eweb.com 
Direct Search 
http://gwis2.circ.g~~il.edu/-gp+ce/direct.htm 
Julie A. Macksey is a retired information speciaiist active in volunteer work in the Sai? Fran~kcjm Bay area. She keep; in 
contact with fiends and co!!eogues from her 4Gyear career in the chemical and pharmaceutical industries and uas an 
active SLA volunteer throughout he( career. 
3. Michael Noman is the Girectclr of Libraries for the lviay~ Cliiiic in Rochester, Minnesota, a past-president of the Medico! 
Library Associati~n, and a past director of the Ykstern Michigan Chapter, 5pec7cil Libmiies Association. 
Librarian, respectiveiy, entered the world of volunteerism rautiousiy. But now both are converts to that world. In this 
art<&, Hornan ar?d Macksey share their own experiences and illustrate how volunteering can benefit you. Ps i 
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The scenaric is something that many retirees are prob- 
ably ail too accustomed to A retired worker {in this case 
an %n<or;r?ation specialist with 40 years of work experi- 
ence) foxnd that being a grandmother and participating 
in the golf, bridge, and Luncheon circuit left much io be 
desire.?. 
But in this case i was the retiree looking for so~nething 
new. Deciding that volunteering might be a good option, 
I went to the local volunteer exchange, a Time Dollar 
Institute organizadon that gives barter value to each hour 
of voim:eer work contributed by participants. The orga- 
nizatim quickly found a role for me. My computer skills 
h e l ~ e d  me beeom? a database manager for the organiza- 
tion and do searches for members withoilt a computer. 
My. writing skills were used for publicky p:eces for ;he 
iocal newspaper and my oral presentation skills were 
tapped for speeches at a variety of venues. A TV pro- 
ducer at a commnity access TV station asked me to par- 
ticrpare in a program about alternative economies. 
My retirement community has a very active computer 
club. I serve as a volunteer in their e-mail room where 
we send e-mail for the residents, make five cent ccpies, 
and answer computer quesiions. When e-mail replies 
come in, we print them and cali the recipients. The mis- 
sion statement of the computer club is: "Residents help- 
ing residents to improve computer knowledge and skills, 
and to echance the use and enjoyment of computers." 
This is a tail order and the club carries out its mission 
with great success. The computer club's goal is to pro- 
more and teach seniors to use computers for a variery of 
derived benefits. Benefits, particularly through use of 
e-rnail and the Internet, include staying in touch with 
family and friends, maintaining contact, with the mcd- 
ern world, participating in social activities, reinvigorar- 
ing the aging personality and aging brain, an& using a 
computer to help recover from the effects of stroke and 
other physical impairments. 
The community has also established a program with the 
public library. The Contra Costa Comty library System 
offers Internet access to holdings of the entire system. It 
is possible to search the database by keywords, names, 
titles, or subjects and to put a book on hold and desig- 
nate the library desired for pick-up. 
3.x local public library, one of 23 members of the county 
system, took the program one step further by j joni~g forces 
with a group of volunteers who make a weekly run to the 
puSlic library to deliver rekimed books and to pick up 
hooks ordered for our residents. E-mail room volunteers 
place orders and holds for those residents who do not have 
Internet access. I developed an illustrated manual fcr nov- 
ices about how to negotiate the library database. Occa- 
sionally an e-mail room patron will ask for an Internet 
search and, if we have time, we accorr,modate. 
also haw a relationship with the campus of the iocai 
adult education center, which is nearby. Our computer 
c h b  has negotiated a working par'tership with the cen- 
ter in which it furnishes an office and two classrooms for 
the clkb's computer classes and seminars. The classes, 
scheduled in advance, are open to all adults in the school 
district and are taught by professionai instructors. The 
classes are hands-on using a PC or Mac computer. Club 
menlbers haadle registration of students and provide vol- 
unteer teaching assistants (TKs) for the ciass sessions. A 
free beginner's workshop is held each Monday morning 
for those who have never used a computer. A volunteer, 
aided by TA's, teaches the novice basic computer skills. 
The classes are also a good place to get advice about how 
to buy a computer, go online, etc. 
Arrangements have been made with a locai Internet ser- 
vice provider (ISP) to provide the members Internet con- 
nections at reduced rates. Club volunteers developed a 
free, illustrated e-mail instruction manual that is distdb- 
uted to the members a; Internet installation time. The club 
also has a team of volunteers who make house calls when 
members run into computer problems that cannot be re- 
solved by a phone call to the classroom office. Members 
can attend a free two-hour workshop. Tiey are invited to 
k i n g  in their questions, watch demonstrations and iearn 
how to better use their computers. 
Luckily; there was a good exampie of volnnteerism for 
me to fellow in the Mayo C h i c  patients' libraries located 
at each of Maya's two large hospitais in Rochester, .Min- 
nesota. A volunteer staff of over 70 icdividuals extends 
the permanen*: staff of the patients' libraries by providing 
2 great variety of assistance ro hospiiaiized patients and 
their families. We provide everything from Internet assis- 
tance to delivery of traditional materiais to the bedside. 
These dedicated voiunteers not only suppor; the n-~issioa 
of the library. but also remain vitaily connected tc: the 
community acd ro an institution they value. 
If vohnteers at patients' libraries provided an apt organi- 
zational example of the iaportance of voiunteers to an 
organization, my new friends in the ccmmncity provided 
personal examples of volunteerisn: and delivered the fi- 
nai prod to get me involved, The first opportunity came 
when a friend decided to step down from coordinating a 
church-sponsored bimonfkiy dinner at a local halfway 
house and agreed to mentor the new ccordicator. An- 
other opportunity came when a friend suggested that ser- 
vice on a iocal foundation board responsible for raising 
k n d s  for a iocai agency supporting commnniiy housing 
for the developrr,en:a!iy disabled d g h t  be rewarding. 
Skilis that Iibrary directors use everyday including iead- 
ership and organizational ability ar,d written aad oral 
communication turner; out to be the untapped volunteer 
skills that I couid offer. The initial feelings of "Oh no, I 
won't possibly have the time" and "What on each would 
they want with a library director!" were quickly dissi- 
pated Sy acceptance, support, and mentoring. 
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Volunteerism is a littie like mectoring. Borh are most of- 
ten learned by example through parents, friends, and 
colleagues and the process becomes a state of mind. that 
is gaod for the volunteer and the agency or o ~ g a ~ z a t i o n  
needing assistame. 
For Eibrzriam voiun:eerisrs can provide az  absorbing sec- 
ond, tsird, or foarth career with virruaiiy Emitless 03- 
porrlmities. Seeing rbe expression cf joy on the face 05 
soEeone yoa jusr heiped will aiways be the source of a 
great bigh for any vol-~nteer! 
Fcr the voiunteer who cannot or prefers not to voiunteer 
onsife, The Virtual Volunteering Project is a pmihiiity. 
Launched in 1996, the project makes it possible for people 
who cannot voiunteer onsite to volcnteer through the 
1n:ercel. The healrh scie~ce area has taken a keec interest 
ic the volunteer wcrkiorce azd the econoaic impact of 
volunteers over the years under the ieadr'rship of the Ameri- 
can Xospital Association {AHA), The ABA sponsors the 
American Society of Directors of iiciu~teer Services, which 
publishes a journal and holds an annnal conference. The 
M R P  (AAXPj ~website (www.aa~~crg j  hosts a series of 
welldesigned pages related to the impoxance of voino- 
teering including 2 guide to volunteering and links to a 
variety cf organizations offering oppcrtunities to vo3.m- 
t w r ~  The Coqmrarion for Nationai and Comm.niry Ser- 
vice officially represents three impoxant natiocal service 
initiatives: AmeriCorps (t2.e doEestic Peace CaArpsj, Learn 
and Serve Americai and the Nationai Senior Service Corns. 
The corporation's website (ww-jv.cns.gw> ailows searches 
at the c o m ~ a n i t y  level for volunteer oppozunities an5 is 
a good stazing point when looking for z volcnteer or na- 
tional service experience. 
Librarians who have spent hours in Ziteratcre research, 
assocfatio~ committee ~ e e t i n g s ,  budget preparation; 
manuscript prepararion, speaking engagements, etc., ~ . a y  
find that s k i h  l ea r~ed  or honed ihrough these activities 
can also be put to good use in a vclunteer role. The 
-- intangible benefits are rzacy. /.?ney include getting to know 
a comrnuni~y and irs needs, mxting people with similar 
inrerests, staying "connected" to rhe cssr:nxni:y9 feeling 
a sense of accompiishaent and well-being at the iocai 
comnaniry level, o~haccing a seme of purpose, and, for 
those still in the workforce, acqniring essential training 
and r~mtoring for the sost-retirement volunteer years. 
.A hidden vaiue to rhe profession is the promotfon of 
- ~7 
mxarianship by librarian voiunteers throng5 their corn- 
mucity volunteer work. How better to represent the best 
in iibrarianstiip than through involwzent in commr;ni',y 
volunteer work that makes a eifference in so~eone ' s  life? 
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The salubrious effects of volnnteerism and its relation- 
ship to quality of life, health stitus, and longevity are 
becomicg m.ore widely appreciated, The United Way's 
State ~f Caring kdex  inciudes 32 indicators that rank 
different states on a "most caring index sscaie." The 32 
economic and social indicators rxasnre the quality of 
7 ~ irfe at the national level and a: %he state level. Interest- 
ingly, one of the indicarors is the average number of hours 


a state's residents volunteer. 0t:her indicators inciude 
education, health, safety, and financial well-being. The 
United Way believes that commitments of time and re- 
sources to civic xtivities (including volunteerism) are a 
significant indicator of quality of life. 
Books such as Dean Ornish's 1998 publication entitled 
Love & Snmiacl: The Scientific Basis for the  Health Pnwer 
of Intimacy and Aiian Luks' 1992 book entitled T h e  Heal- 
ing Power of Doing Good: The  Health and Spiritual Ben- 
efits of Helping Others have helped to popularize the no- 
tion that helping others helps you as wen. This area is 
under active investigation with a growing number of stud- 
ies in sociological, psychological, nursing, and medical 
literature. A recent article entitled "Volunteers' Experi- 
ences Of Becoming Arthritis Self-Management Lay Lead- 
ers: It's Almost As If I've Stopped Aging and Started To 
Get Yoounger," concluded thzt there was a positive health- 
related value in voiunteering. Another article from the 
psychoiogfcai literature entitled "The Unintended Conse- 
qllences 3f Volunteerism: Positive Outcomes For Those 
Who Serve," conciuded the college student volunteers in 
the study had benefited in areas of self-knowledge, aca- 
demics, social awareness, personal growth, self-esteem, 
and personal efficacy. 
Readers interested in exploring the literature of medicine, 
nursing, and psychology can search the MEDLINE data- 
base via PubPded and use "volunteerism" as a keyword 
or "t.o%untary worker" as a subject heading. 
' " Concicsaer: 
The wobbling of the major stock indexes, the slowing 
economy, the already critical shortage of skilled workers, 
and the unprecedented growth of tile older population soon 
to be further expanded with the retiremen; of the baby 
boomer generation is causing great debate. is this some- 
thing to deplore or to welcome? People in their "third age" 
are already being used to help ameliorate both sacietal 
and business problems. Are additional volznteers really 
needed? A White House public service aanounceDent on 
November 20,2001 thanked the American people for their 
generosity since the September 11, 2001 tragedy. The an- 
nouncement encouraged Americans to find more ways to 
make a difference in their communities through a range of 
volunteer and giving opportunities, including through the 
Corporation for National and Community Service. 
While the effect of the baby boomer generation on 
volunteerism is unknown and the true economic value 
of volunteerism and its health-related benefits are still 
being debated and researched, the White House has made 
it abundantly dear that it is a good thing for  he country. 
United Way, AARP, SLA, and countless other volunteer 
organizations would agree. Librarians, retired or still 
working, have an important role to play. Q 2 

from the Wild West to the roots of Anglo-American arts and literature, from original Spanish land grants to ancient 
Hebrew texts, you will find almost anything you want to research in the very special Libraries of  the Los Angeles area. 
In addition to the richness and diversity of their collections, many of LA'S libraries are architectural and cultural 
treasures in  their own right-worth a visit just for the experience of being there. 
Some are part of larger institutions, like museums, uni- 
versities, or governnent agencies, but many of these are 
open to t k  public as well. Below are descriptions and 
locations for a few of the ones you won't want to miss 
when yor: vis~t Los Angeles for SLA's 2002 Annual Con- 
ference. 
Formerly the Los Angeies Central Library, this historic 
structure has always featured inventive architecture, and 
served as the "heart" of Los Angeles' downtown. Designed 
in the early 20's by Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue, its un- 
mistakabie pyramid profile, decorated with sphinxes, 
snakes, and celestial mosaics, has helped define the "off- 
beat" character of Los Angeles over the years. After a 
tragic fire in i986 destroyed part of the building and 20 
percent of the library's collection, the city responded by 
enlarging and modernizing the library. 
Even if you've never been to the Riordan library, you 
may have seen the building on a fruit crate iabel. In the 
early 30's rhe Miss Los Angeles label, used cn many crates, 
celebrated the city as an agricultural center, and embod- 
ied the community's pride in its new central library by 
featuring the library's picture in the background. As far 
as the staff knows, it's the only library ever used on a 
product label! 
The library's famous for some other offbeat reasons. 
Charles Lurnmis, an early 20th century city librarian, 
comlxissioned a branding iron, known as "Marcas dei 
v. 
rrrego," that was patterned after those used in Mexican 
convent and mcnastery libraries. Highly prized and im- 
portant books in the collection were "fire-marked" with 
the Central Library's brand. The library no longer uses it, 
preferring more high-tech methods of claiming its prop- 
erty, bnt ?here are still old books in the collection, in- 
cluding many in the Rare Books Room, that carry the 
library's old marca, 
The astonishing complexity of the library's architecture 
and design is exemplified by its n i x  of original and con- 
temporary designs. Dean Cornwell's original mural, de- 
picting the four great eras of California history and cre- 
ated in the heroic style of the 1930's for the iodwrick M. 
Cook Rotunda, both contrasts and complements Renee 
Petropoulos' vividly painted contemporary work. Her 
colored rings, starbursts, checkerboards, and the names 
of Los Angeles novelists intertwine to decorate the 36- by 
36-foot ceiling in the Goodhue Building's first floor. 
Now imagine yourself in an 'bbserwtion pod" that trav- 
els between the subject divisicns of the library's collec- 
tion. That's exactly what happens when you enter one of 
the two David Bunn-designed elevators in the Tom Brad- 
ley Wing. Using some of the seven million catalog cards 
rendered obsolete by the library's state-of-the-art BPAC, 
Bunn papered the inside of the elevator cabs and lined 
the shafts visible through their viewing windows. The 
digital readout for each floor the elevator passes gives 
the Dewey Decimal numbers for that flcor's holdings. 
"The elevators and the card catalog together form a kind 
of 'core sample' of the library." explained Bunn. "As the 
catalog classifies and finds a place for every book, so the 
elevators travel deep through the center of the bsilding, 
encompassing and accessing all the building's holdings." 
Each of the many fences, grilles, gates statues, and chan- 
deliers throughout the library symbolizes soae  aspect of 
reading, writing, or knowing. Many are adorned with 
multi-lingual texts representing rEajor cultures and re- 
flecting the "fundamental purpose of a library-to pro- 
mote reading and transmit knowledge." None does so with 
more dramatic impact than Jud Fine's work on the Flower 
Street entryway, titled "Spine." 
Fine's work features steps, pools, sculptures, and inscrip- 
tions analogous to an open book, starting with two pieces 
at the entrance to the Macguire Gardens, which function 
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iike the frontispiece or end sheets ci  a book. Then come 
a series of stairs past raised pools :Xed "Bright," "Lu- 
cid;" and "Clear," each of wbich contains a sculpted foun- 
tain i!!ustrating sonx stage of evolution. Risers on the 
steps on either side of the fountains feature a series of 
plaques that move from the earliest knowm forms of writ- 
ten language to the complex symbols that make today's 
technological ccmmunicaPio~s possible. AI one end of 
the stairs, the piaqses are made of patinaed brass con- 
taining letrers from :.9 languages. Further along the stair- 
way, are black copper plates with printed words in nine 
languages cur into the surface in white. They even:ually 
become stainless steei plates etched on black with sym- 
bolic ~ o m ~ u n i c a t i o n s  in higher r:ath, art, and poetry 
froE the electronic age. 
Fine expiains the work iike this: "'Spine' is a titie which 
brings several conilken: ideas r~ mind. The spine is the 
fundamental unit of a body that gives ix the srrength and 
support to stand on its own. The spine begins where the 
brain leaves off. The electricity of the k d y  flows through 
it. Fishes, amphibians, repliies, birds, and maEmals are 
all classified together due to the commonality of the spine. 
Structurally, the spine also refers to the anatomy of the 
book. A book is identified by the came running down its 
spine. The spine separates the frcnt from the back, and at 
the same tlrne hinges them together. Ir is the centrai ner- 
vous system of the book." 
And guess what? There's even more. Edging the pools 
and artwork of "Spine" is one of ENS best-loved lunch 
spots, Cafe Pinot. It's been calied "the perfect restaurant 
for the downtowc area, uniquely situated adjacent to the 
central library overlooking the beauiiful Maguire Gardens, 
with an equal view of downtown's rrxgnificent skyline." 
There's even a take-ont window open all day, so you ca3 
get a great meai;, check out a grear book, and enjoy a 
great afternoon in the beautifui landscape of one of X s  
great libraries! 
But don'r just visit the Riordai: iibrary if you come to 
Los Angeles. Use it. The central library's website at 
www.lapl.org features some wonderful rools for visitcrs, 
iike The electronic neighborhood (lapl.org/eiec-neigh/ 
iadex.h:mlj, a unique one-srop information resource for 
information on California and reg:onal hlsxory topics. 
By searchicg its datajases (California Index: Photo Coi- 
lection, Menu Collection, T~raabou: Theatre, or California 
Fiction) one car access data and visual images-indexes, 
documents, and photographs-that provide anique infor- 
mation on local communities, neighborhoods, and people 
dating back hundreds of years. The eIectronic neigyior- 
hood also inclsdes valuabie links to regional history and 
informational web pages outside the iibraqj's holdings. 
Fifth Street, just blocks from the Los Angeles Convention 
Center. Hours are: Mcnday through Thursday, 1%:30 a.m. 
- 8:30 p . . ~ . ;  Fridays 13:30 a . m  - 6:OG p.m.; Saturdays 
10:00 a x .  - 6:3G p n . ;  and Sundays I:OQ p.m. - S:CG p.m. 
ut well worth the jaumey, is the 
Huntingtor, Lijraryr, one of the iargest and most conplete 
research libraries covering Anglo-American civi1iza:ion 
in the United Stares. Founded in 191.3 by railroad and 
real estate developer Menry Edwards Huntington and 
opened to the public ic 1928, the Huntington is com- 
prised of three art galleries and a library, she-wcasing 
magnificenr collections of paintings, sculptwes, rare 
books, manuscripts; and decorative arts, all 521 a ~ i d s t  
150 acres of breathtakicg gardens. The botanical coke- 
tioc alcne features more than I4,G30 riifferent species cf 
plants l 
A colleclicn of close tc five niiIion books, manuscripts, 
prints, photographs, maps, and other materiais ranging 
froin 550C 3C to the present await the Bisiting scholar. If 
ycu wish to use the library's collection far actual research, 
however, you must apply for reading privizeges before 
you go. Individuals with a legitimate purpose for using 
the library's collectioi:~ should contact the reader ser- 
vices departmect to request an application form, and 
should. be prepared to provide the naaes  and addresses 
of two scholars in good standing who will act as refer- 
ences. A link to the appiication icrm-and more infor- 
maiian on rezder services-can be found on the 
Huctington's website at  www.huntington.org/ 
ResearchDiv/ResXeader.htmi:: Applicants are requested to 
ailow three weeks for the conpietion of the approval pro- 
cess. An& before coming to <he library? new and return- 
ing readers are reqzested to notify t3e reader services 
department of their expected date of arrival. 
And for the general public a selection of t i e  library's 
hoidings are displayed in the iibrary exhibition hail, &em- 
onstrating the deveiogment cf Azglo-American civiliza- 
tion over the iast 1,009 years. Exhibits include ?be 
Eiles=ere manuscript of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, the 
Gutenberg Bible, Shakespeare's quartos and ioifos; the 
papers of the Founding Fathers, and the doubie-eiephant 
folic editions of k~dubon ' s  Birds of AEerica. The Hum- 
tington is the only piace in the West where visitors can 
regularly view original d o c ~ ~ e n t s  related to the found- 
ing of the United States. 
The Huntington has a long ?iis":ory of preservation and 
conservation, beginning in the 1920s wits the cocstxc- 
tion of fire- and earthquake-proof rare book stacks and rhe 
estabiishment of z. 5ook binderyi. With ?he constr-~ction of 
the Pbvery Conservaticn Center in 1981, a new era of cox- 
The Richard Riordac Central Library is located at 53% W. 
Line ilesearcn 
Center y o ~ j  wiii 
have o n l i ~ e  
access to 6 Viiike 
t ine products: 
The Value Line 
lnvestmenl 
Survey, 
The Value i i ne  
Mutual Fund 
Survey, The 
Value Line Daily 
Gplions Survey, 
The Value Line 
I ' 
, . 
* iatesb company news 
e daily NAVs for mumi funds 
29-minilte upda!ed stock pricing 
custoaized ckrting capabiiities 
e Vaix Line estimates afid projectiozs 
* model portfolios with alerts 
* on!ine archives 
9 real-time sbck and mutual fund su?pienents 
And much, much nc:e. 
Order ?.he Va;ge i i n e  Reseach Ceniernow 
2nd your Library will have the weaith of 
iwestment research cniy Vaiue Line provides. 
Special Situarions Service, The Value Line 
Converbibles Survey, and The Value Line 
investment Survey Expanded Edition. 
When you sr6er The Aesearch Center, you: 
patrons get a!! :he respected independent 
research, proprietary ranks, and anaiysis 
and commer:ary expeczed fron; Vaiue Line. 
Moreover they'il have access to additioral 
stock reports a s  weil a s  information on 
mutuai fcrids: conve:ribie issues, warrants 
and  their  under ly ing common s tocks ,  
o t i o n s ,  and special situations. Nowhere 
else wi!i anyone be abie to find :his broad 
range of investment research. 
T : . , ~  . .. . . J ~ ] . . C  M I  :!.ye E,?:/esfmmrl Survey gives 
you a complete library of fa!!-page reports 
on 1,700 stocks now customizabie to user- 
specified iniornaricn fields. You'li get a 
weekiy Summary and index w!th updated 
TimeiinessT"and SafetyT"' rankings and key 
financial ca:a oz ali covered stocks, gsefui 
screens and filters, and zarker  sta;istics. 
Additionaiiy, ycti'ii have access  :o the  
a u t h o r i t a ~ i v e  Se l ec t i on  a n d  Op in ion  
newsietter covering economic trends, market 
o u t i o c k ,  s t r a t egy  advice  a n d  model 
por:foiios. 
-. 
.ye ?/a.?~,'e : f i 7 ~  ji~?/esl-?3;.e,~$ Sui:,gy- 
5xpa::ded Edis:o.q covers an  addi:iona! 
1800 s tocks  ;ha t  a r e  mcst !y  smal! -  
capitaiization issues. Yon'li get consensus 
tl-a! nee: yod: rrves~n-en; object ves 1 Expressfy for Libraries 
Access The V ~ I L ' ~  Line D a f i y  Qptdons. 
Survey io: daiiy evaloations and ranks of 
i 7,000 iisred stcck and stock index options 
and 2 ,500 ioneeir-term o ~ t i o n s  (LEAPS). 
The Valze Lint S.geda! Si tua tioris Service 
o p e x  the wcrld of emerging companies with 
bright ig tures  to  t he  more  aggressive 
investor. Ou: analysrs are constantly cn the 
lookout io: lesser-known stocks where 
unusual deveiopments may pave the way 
fo: exrraordinary rewards. Stccks covered 
in this piibiicarion may well incinde another 
Cisco or AD?. 
Yoii'ii find anaiysb and evaluation of near!y 
603 convertibie issues and : 20 warrapts in 
a rimeiy and easy to cse iornar in T h e  Vsiue 
Line Coa~ettibiss Szr:/ey, as  weii as  buy 
and sell recommendstions, full page reports 
When yod order rhe &sear.& Center you will 
have access ?G aii of the respected independent 
research and proprieta:y information that Va!~te 
Line is famous 4:. 
Yotir library wiii gai:, Web access to The Valile Lire 
I~vestment Survey ?!is 5 Wldely ased and highly 
regarded Value Line ?:odlicts.. 
The Vziw Line investment Suvey- Expanded Edition. 
* The V&e Line i9tcal h n d  5u:vey 
Tle Vaiiie iine Daiiy OpIions Survey 
The Vaiue Line Speciai Situations Service 
T?e Value Line Ccnve3;bies Survey 
Speciai Libraries 
Association 
e Special Libraries 
nettions to inform 
nvest in your career by joining .the thousands sf information professionals who will 
vene in Los Angeies, [A, USA, for SUs Annuol Conference ~nbd  Info Expo. Greet 
ws for Nanme~bersI $La is pieased tc announs that m y  individual regislering 
ns a Full-Conference Nonmember will automatieally be ~ w r $ e $ r J  one-yemr memherskip 
SM, a bonus offer vmfh $1 25, S!A invites adobi 10 take advantage of this opportuni%\g! 
connected throughout ihe year to on even larger n e ~ s r k .  5k membership 
lorote the companies, producfs, services an6 contacts you need through bVko' 
in Special Libraries Online, learn with your colleagues where you work OT iive fkrouqh 
extensive nefwsrk of chapters, and stay on fop oi your specific field ihr~ugh $ E s  
divisions representing subject interesfs, fields, OI types of iniorma$o~-handijng techniques. 
fhe yeerr y w  wi/\ @%so benefif fRr5ugR: 
- 
b Membership in one chapter and one division of no cdditiona! cost 
informafjo~ OuftooP - m fdl-eo/or, monthly magazine for the rrrost o ; d h  
coverage of .the infarmatian industry including news, andysis and opinion. 
* SM.60Mmunicafs - an e-newsletter with information on c:drrenf cfiollenges 
and %ends in ibe profession, career-lcng Bewing, and manogemenf lips. 
---I Discounts on learning opptxfunities ond ;aubIications. 
* complete access to Virtual SU online informoiion and ioals. 
:-- Career Services On-Line. 
keek the "Join SLW Now" box or; $he conference registration form if y a  
are ready to make a strong investment in your career. 
prehensive preservation and conservation activity was 
ushered ic, and manuscripts and rare books are now con- 
served for future generations, using state-of-the-art-tech- 
niques. The current program covers preventive and re- 
medial conservation, environmental control, emergency 
preparedness, exhibitions, research, and documentation, 
brittle book replacement, education, training and out- 
reach, and digital imaging for preservation acd access. 
The Preservation and Conservation Department is respon- 
sible for the s~abilrzation and treatment of rare books, 
manuscripts, photographs, and works of art on paper. 
The Avery Conservation Center houses a paper, manu- 
script, and photograph conservation lab; a book conser- 
vation lab; an exhibits preparation unit; and a digital 
imaging iab. The Hmtington plans on providing behind- 
the-scenes tours (which will include the Avery Center! 
far a limited number of SLA attendees. Check your con- 
ference programs for availability. 
And, of ccurse, there are still the museums and the gar- 
dens themselves ta enjoy. There's even an English Tea 
Roon? c.verlooking three acres of roses. You can get a pot 
of perfectly brewed tea and a basket of freshly baked 
scones. 0: eat lunch from an all-you-can eat buffet of 
savory finger sandwiches, strawberries and cream, fresh 
seasonal fruit, imported cheeses and crackers, freshly 
baked fruit tartiets, homemade shortbread cookies, wal- 
nut tarts, assorted bucdt cakes, or chocolate cups with 
lemon curd and whipped cream. 
The Hnntington Library, Art Collections, and Botanical 
Gardens are located at 1151 Oxford Road San Marino, CA 
91108. S u ~ m e r  Hours (June through August) are: 10:30 
a.m. - 4.30 p.m. Tuesday-Sunday. If you don't go with 
§LA, there is a $10.00 admission fee for adult non-mem- 
bers; $8.50 for seniors age 65 and over, $7.00 for stu- 
dents (age 82-18 or with full-time student I.D.), and chil- 
dren under 12 are admitted free. For groups of ten or 
more, the charge is $S.OO per person, and admission is 
free to a11 visitors on the first Thursday of every month. 
Telephone 626-405-2100. 
t of the San Gabriel 
Mountains near Pasadena, California, 12 miles northeast 
of Los Angeles, is NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The 
Jet Pro~ulsion tab, managed by the Califor~ia Institute 
of Technology, is NASA's Iead center for robotic explora- 
tion of outer space. JPL's spacecraft have visited all the 
planets in our solar system-except Pluto-and JPL tele- 
scopes continualiy observe distant events in the universe, 
studying how our solar system was formed. JPL man- 
ages rhe woridwide Deep Space Network, which com- 
municates with spacecraft conducting scientific investi- 
gations. SPL cameras and sensors circle the Earth con- 
tinuously, studying the ozone, the oceans, and Earth's 
relation with the rest of the solar system. JPL is also ad- 
vancing technology with new instruments and computer 
programs to help spacecraft travel further and telescopes 
see farther than ever before. 
And much of the material in the library and archives that 
support these endeavors is available for public use. JPL 
records are considered internal documents, but they are 
accessible to researchers from the general public once 
they have been reviewed and cleared by the JPL for ex- 
ternal release. Just as at the Huntington, researchers plan- 
ning a visit must notify the archives of their research 
topic in advance to determine the availability of materi- 
als on a particular research topic. Visits are by appoint- 
ment only. 
The archives are open for research from 7:30 a.m. - 4:30 
p.m. (Pacific Time Zone), Monday through Friday, and 
are closed during all regular JPL-observed holidays. 
The JPL Library is located at Building 111, West End, 48 
Oak Grove Drive, MS 111-113, Pasadena, CA 91109. Tele- 
phone: 818-354-4200. The JPL Archives and Records 
Management Facility is located at Sherikon Space Sys- 
tems, Inc., I45 N. AItadena Drive, Pasadena, California 
91107. 
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Capturing the essence of tos Angeles' best-known prod- 
uct, the Margaret Herrlck Library of the Academy of Mo- 
tion Picture Arts and Sciences is one of the world's most 
extensive and comprehensive research and reference li- 
braries, collecting materials that document film as both 
an art form and an industry. The Eerrick Library includes 
more than 20,000 books, 1,400 periodical titles, 60,000 
screenplays, 2013,000 dipping files, 15,000 posters, lobby 
cards, pressbooks and other advertising ephemera; more 
than G million photographs; more than 300 manuscript 
and other special collections relating to prominent in- 
dustry individuals, studios and organizations; including 
sheet music, music scores and sound recordings; produc- 
tion and costume sketches; artifacts; and oral histories. 
The Department of Special Collections (Manuscripts), for 
example, is rich in unique material documenting indi- 
viduals and organizations that have figured prominently 
in the history of motion pictures. These manuscripts were 
first collected by the library in the mid-1940s. Among 
the earliest collections were gifts from William I\T. Seiig 
in 1946, Mrs. J. Searle Dawley in 1949, and ~Wack Sennett 
in 1951. Around 400 collections document the product 
and activities of motion picture companies and organiza- 
tions, as well as those of individuals-everyone from pro- 
ducers, directors, writers, and actors, to cinematographers, 
february 200'2 
art directors, costruxe designers, composers, make-np 
artists, animators, columnists, pubiicists, and execntives- 
almost anyone who has made significant contributions 
to motion pictures, one of America's definicg industries. 
GoIlected material, which varies in size, scope, and con- 
tent, includes everything from production files (snch as 
budgets, call sheets, legal material; research, acd sched- 
ules), to scr",ts, correspondence, clippings, contracts, 
manuscripts, notes, scrapbooks, costuEe sketches, pro- 
duction sketches, storyboards, sheet music, music scores, 
and recorded somd (in variocs formats: disc recordings, 
tape reccrdings, compact discs). The Herrick Library is 
dedicated to maintaining these collections of valuable pri- 
mary source materials, ensuring their preservation and 
availability for the fcture, properiy housing and storing 
them in a safe and secure environment, to providing de- 
tailed and accurate inventories, and fully processing and 
cataloging these rare and historica! items to facilitate their 
use by scho!ars, researchers, and students. 
Inventories listing the catalogued contents of eaci? col- 
lection are available at the reference desk in the reading 
room. These special collections are very extensive, but 
the library has even =ore to offer. IP, addition to ?hem, 
the Eerrick "atteapts to coiiect every English-language 
book on motion piclures (histories, biographies, the f i l ~  
industry around the world, genre studies, technical as- 
pects, etc.), as well as important foreign reference sources 
and selected books in ailied fieids such as television, ra- 
dio, theater, and music." 
Then there are the periodical holdings, which cover ail 
aspects of filmmaking f ron the frrst decade of :he cen- 
tury 6 0  the present. These are prfnariiy U.S. publications, 
but there are also English-language magazines fron such 
countries as Great Britain, France, fwsiralia, New Zeaiand, 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, the USSR, India, and China, 
and a comprehensive collection of industry trade jour- 
nals dating back to 1906. Of particuiar note are the many 
rare issues of studio Rouse organs, including The Biograph, 
Tire Eclison Kfnetograrn, Kelem Kelendar, The Lion's Roar 
(MGM), RKO Radic Rash, The Mangle, Vni:~ersei Weekly, 
and Vitagraph Life Portrayals. The library also has EL- 
crofilm editions of numerous rare periodicals. 
Finailjr, the regular core collection includss more than 
6,039 screenplays for produced films fron both :he silent 
and sound eras, from The Z)I:viderzd (1916j, Camille ('92l), 
and Wings (192.71, to more recent films such as Babette's 
Feat ,  Red Sorghum, Belle Epoque, The Silence Of The 
Lambs, The Piano, Scirindler's List, Antmtc ' s  Line, and 
Braveheart. Both unpubiished, manuscript versions of the 
scripts (from treatments to cutting continuities), as well 
as published editions are included. In 1998, the library 
published the Motion Picture Scripts and Ucion List, a 
work that iocates more than 23,000 screenplays heid by 
Southern California institutiocs: the Academy [Margaret 
Herrick Library), the Amxican Film icsaltute {Louis B. 
M a y s  Library), the Frances Howard Goidwyn Hollywood 
Regional Library, UCEA (Arts-Special Coileclions); Uni- 
versity of Southern Galifcrnia [Cineaa-Teevision Li- 
brary;, and the iKirters Guild sf Anerica, West. 
All ;he material in the Margaret Eerrick Library is non- 
circulating and may be used fcr reference only in the 
library, which is open to the public Mondayi, Tuesday, 
Thursday and Friday from 13:09 a.m. - 6:GC p . ~  Please 
note that pulling of material and photocopying stops at 
5:30 p.m. if  you wish to visit "Le library, ycu'il have to 
present a valid photo 13. Ai! personal belongirgs, other 
than paper, pencil, and iaptop computer7 must be piaced 
in provided Zockers. Access to the library is free, but ac- 
cess to the specia1 collections (manuscripts and photo- 
graphs) is by appointment only, and only io individuals 
with a boca fide research need. For appointments, call 
{3X-247-30GG, ext. 226. For interested researchers out- 
side of Los Angeies wko can't visit in person, the Library's 
National Film Information Service JNFIS] prorides fee- 
based research services, and the Academy's Oscar data- 
base is free for searching on the  web 2t 
www.db.oscars.org/a~jlrards-db/index.htl. 
my cur i~s i ty  srrainizg tc  burst. 
SG I asked who died? t~ the man irc the crwad. 
He said I think its the one i n  the hearse.." 
Daiias McZord, Cowboy Poet 
Gene Aztry. Ken lMaynard. Tex Witter. The Sons of the 
Goiden West. Buck Jones. Rocky Mountain Steve. Gen- 
eral George Armstrong Custer. Sorm of these nanes  have 
to ring a beli, if you are or ever were, a fan of kje Ameri- 
can West! Find out about them at the Gene Autry ii r iu-  
seum of Western Heritage and visit Los Angeles' beauti- 
fui Griffibh Park at the same time. In addition to the Autry, 
Griffith Park has the Los Angeies Zoo, the Travel Towc 
train xuseum, horseback riding, and miles of hiking trails. 
The Autry itself is an interesting and diverse piace, coi- 
Iecting everything froD film and teievision posters to dia- 
ries, maps, and artifacts. The F i h  acd Television Poster 
Collection, for example, is dedicated to the  ass-produced 
i ~ a g e r y  rha-t has advertised the American West world- 
wide. Other coliecrioss concentrate on pulp and popnlar 
fiction, Wild West Shows, rodeos, melodramas, asd  mo- 
tion pictures, or television, radio, ~ u s i c ,  travel, tourism, 
and advertising, as :hey rehte to ?he great American VJest. 
You conid check out the Fred Rosenstock Coketion, con- 
taining =ore than 21 ,300 xities of Western Americana, 
~amiscripts,  diaries, correspondence, maps, photogmphs, 
information o;r lo&> 
The RIGHT library system 
can be a "knowledge 
management" system, too. s' 
newspaper clippings mtabg records 
provides an integrated library system - And wit? STAR/Libraries, ycl: get a fully task- 
and r n x h  more" oriented integrated Library systew., with both 
MARC and ;O~-MARC c&tdoging options, and 
- State-of-the-art retrieval and online request b d n  Web and 239.50 Server OPAC options. handling for one or many sites. 
Optional STAR modules are available to 
Uniqxe STAR Web interface for your OPAC your bowledge management 
users and the STAR Web Professional activities, for integrating electronic files into 
Searcher interface, to let users search the way your processes and for managing hierarchical 
they want to search. subject vocabularies. 
An easy-to-use graphical Designer tool, to And STAR can also be used tc manage other 
customize library tasks to suit your different collections and processes - for archives, paper 
users, as well as your processes, procedures, and electronic records, museums, and 
and preferences. publishing. 
CUADRA ASSOCIATES, INC. 
? 1835 W. Olympic Blvd.. Suite 855, Los Angeles, CA 90064 (310) 478-0066 & (800) 366-1390 
Fax (310) 477-1078 e-mail: sales@cuadra.com * internet: www.cuadra.com 
and visual ephemera ranging from the late 16th cectury 
to 1-775. Or the Western Map Collection of more than 265 
maps dating froE the 1833s to the 1950s. Or the Frontier 
Military Collection, with materiais relating to Myles Keogh 
(1846-18763, an Irish-born officer who died with Custer 
at the Battle of the Little Big Horn. There's the Dime Novel 
Collection of more than 1,OOC items dating from the 1883's 
to the 192C's, and the Kelly Collection of more than 3,303 
volumes of popular fiction in U.S. and foreign 
editions. Or try the Gene Aulry Archive, a co-nprehen- 
sive collection documenting the career and business in- 
terests of the Western star, media ;~hecomenon, and 
founder of the muspur: 
Access to the Autry Research Center-which featzrres a 
reading room, extensive closed stacks areas, and a film 
vault-is by application oniy. 170u can download an appli- 
cation to use the center's facilities f raa  the Autry website 
ah www.autry-museumn7,0rgg Just follow the instructicns 
on the screen. The cezter is open Monday through Friday, 
9:OG a . n  - 5:OC p.m., except for holidays. It is a member 
of the Research kLbraries Group; and iis holdings are en- 
tered into the Research Eibraries Infor-aation Network 
(RLIN] database. Access to the online public cataiog is also 
available via modem by dialing: 323-913-5848. 
mect store chain in Southern California, opened its doors 
on \=ishire 3oulevard in Los Azgeles, No expense was 
spared in the design and coxstruction of what Zohr, G. 
Bullock and ?. G. Winnett called their "Contemporary 
Cathedral of Commerce." Designed by the father-acd-son 
tea= of John and Donald Parkinson, the cast-stone-and- 
copper buiiding has becone one of the most admired and 
significant Art Deco structures in the world. 
The building feainres exotic wood paneling; bronze, cop- 
per, and gunmetal elevator doors; Land-painted murals; 
and intricately crafted clocks and dispiay cases. Accord- 
ing to :he Los Angeles Times' Pilar Viladas "everything 
was astom-made by a smaii army of designers, artists, 
and crafqeopiel and nothing was ordinary-the a ~ t i t h -  
esis of today's global brandicg. Bullock's Wilshire aimed 
to leave no consumer whiE unmet. On the ground floor: 
the Saddle Shop had a life-size plaster horse, called 
Bullock's Barney, for riders to try out their new gear. The 
Doggery carried the latest in cznice fashions. The MGM 
costume designer irene got her own shop-the first de- 
partment-store boutique devoted to a single American 
designer-in I935 ." 
I? was, Viladas ccntinues, "A swank store i c  what was 
then a swank ~?eighbarhood-the Brown Derby, Perino's 
and the ArLbassador Hotel were at various times its neigh- 
bors-Bullock's catered to the farr,ous and Hollywood an- 
ecdotes abound. Angela Lansbury worked there as a sates- 
clerk, as did her mother, who was fired for spending too 
much time playing with her customers in the toy depart- 
 meat. Clark Gable ordered his-and-her ski suits for him- 
self and his wife, Carole Loabard, w Z l e  William 
RandoIph Hearst stocked up on bathing suits for his guests 
a: Sac Si--eon. Marlene Dietrich caze  in afer  honrs, 
while Mae West w;)uldn7t come in at 211; she had mer- 
chandise brought tc her ic her car. And aithough it's can-  
mon nowadays to read about celebrity misbehavior in 
pricey shops, you'd be hard pressed to match the sight of 
a naked Judy Garland sitting on a dressingroom fioor, 
drinking a 
After a series of econanric turndowns affecting the sur- 
roundicg neigbb3rhoo6, and the sankruptcy of its par- 
ect coEpany, Bullock's ciosed the doors on :he store i~ 
1393. The Sozthweste.-n School of Law purchased it a 
year later, spending $4.8 mi17icn to buy? the building, 
then millions more to resrore it, in the process ~nccver -  
ing iang-buried murals, reproducing furnikre and do- 
ing veritabie archarologicai digs to deternine original 
paint colors. 
Xow the building is listed on rbe Nationai Xegister of 
Historic Places and it homes Southwestern's award-wi~- 
ning law library, a amasterpiece of form and func"ioc and 
an eloquent testamect to its commitment to both tradi- 
rim and innovation. 
Under the direction of 2 staff of highly knowiedgeable 
7 .  irbrarians, the library features a mzjor print and x-r,icro- 
form collection of nore than 425,000 voiumes. study? asd 
research sea t i~g  for 610, and computer iabs with 
than 80 wcrkstaticns accessicg a wlde range of online 
services and software applications-aii custom-designed 
to mirror the buiiding's unique styie. 
Usually, the library is open to the public only for special 
"Tea and Tour" Programs, which inciude lunch in the re- 
srored, California-casual, pistachio green and face-pow- 
der pink, fifth-Coor tea room. Tea and tour prcgram are 
scheduled during periods when ciasses are not in ses- 
sion, like Christzas and Spring breaks-and reservations 
are reqsired. However7 arrangemenrs are reportedly be- 
icg made for so~.e  §LA attendees to visit the library. 
The Southwesrern liniversity Schooi of Law Library is 
located at 69'5 S. Westnxreians: Avenue in ios  Angeles. 
You can drive or walk by tc see the exterior of the bsild- 
ing, and, if you have Q r i e k T i ~ e  insralled on yonr PC, 
take a virtual ?oar of the interior oa the school's website 
at www.swlaw.edu/carnqs~s/~~irt~aZiour.ht~i~ 69 

by Kiriam A. Drake 
and Guy S t ,  elair 
The events of September II and their 
aftermath have exacerbated uncer- 
tainty for people and organizations. 
The work of infornxition/~nowledge 
services managers is being reassessed 
and reevaluated in a new context. 
Some of the traditional management 
solutions no longer work. A new ap- 
proach to management is needed, one 
that involves knowledge generation, 
sharing, and protection. This ap- 
proach comes from a top-level view 
that examines not only the role of 
infomation/iknowledge professionais 
in the Iarger organizational picture, 
but also that of every other employee, 
customer, and stakeholder connected 
with the organization. 
Our goal now =us:, be to provide 
information/knowledge services 
management that builds on our par- 
ticular knowledge development and 
sharing strengths and utilizing these 
strengths to enhance organizational 
effectiveness and employee perfor- 
mance. 
To meet these unprecedented chai- 
lenges, SLA has conmissfcned a 
new strategic learning event for pro- 
fessionals with current (or future] 
responsibility for eaterprise-wide 
information/knowledge services 
management, SLKs new L%aanage- 
merit Development Academy (to be 
held in Los Angeles on June 8-9, 
2302 in  conjunction with the 
association's annual conference) 
will be an intensive. two-day work- 
shop focusing on critical manage- 
ment and business issues, the cre- 
ation of value, and an integrated 
plan for the provision of knowledge 
services aligned with corporate 
goals. 
Offering a holistjc, integrated, and tcp- 
levei approach, +&s lemLing eve& will 
deal with znderstanding complex 
business issues, working in a mmpeti- 
%ive and global environment, and 
implementing decisionmaicing in an 
uncertain and ambiguous world, 
Workshop content recognizes Cat eIe 
e=phasis in infomation/knowiedge 
sewices zanagement =ust now re- 
flect a broader, =ore inclusive cpera- 
tionai reiaticnship within the iarger 
enterprise, and to that end, SLA's Man- 
agement Development Academy looks 
at such subjects as: 
Ti- .,derstanding the larger compeli- 
tive and external environment 
undersfanding business issues 
within the organizational con~ext 
establishing leadership roles for 
~ ? 
~nrormation/&nov~TJiedge s rvices 
staff; creating value 
impleli..enting coi'iaborative pro- 
grams with IT and other staff; es- 
tablishing trust in the workplace 
disaster planning for insuring the 
protection of corporate inteilectual 
and archival assets; participation 
in organizationai pianning for 
critical infrastructure protection 
establishing the return on invest- 
ment for information/knowledge 
services 
ensuring *:at peopk m r k  smarter 
through information and educa- 
tion; leading the development of 
strategic (perforrzance-based) 
learning in the organization 
ictegrating access and content 
integrating internal and extemai 
information 
Participants -dl be challenged Po 
think aSorrt iniormation/know1edge 
sexices frorc a corporate perspec?ivele. 
In fact, they will Se challenged to 
+bin-% Li A ;. &erently about how they learn 
and how :hey make decisions as they 
wrestle with nanaging infomation/ 
knowledge services in today's new 
workplace environment, witkin the 
context of the Iarger company, its 
customers. and its business. 
The w~rkshop will utilize a unique, 
speciaiiy prepared case study. Par- 
ricipants, who will assume the :ole 
of chief knowzedge officer, will be 
brought in to work with the chief 
technoiogy officer to plan and inpie- 
nent  the ~ o s t  effective knowledge 
services and opexional structure for 
the company. They will use the case 
stndy, both as a group and in smaller 
planning teanx, to provide a real- 
worid context for the work. At ev- 
ery turn they will be challenged to 
make decisions thar are best for ef- 
fectiveness and ~ p t i m d  performance 
of the iarger organization. At the ecd 
of the two days, each of the plan- 
ning teaEs will have created a work- 
able, pracricai strategy for the deiiv- 
ery cf information/knowIedgg ser- 
vices for the company. 
This prograil., has Seen developed to 
challenge infcrmation/knowledge 
services Earmagels to think in new 
ways and to plan and inplement ser- 
vices of valne in this new and uncer- 
tain workplace. SLA's new Manage- 
xent  Development Acadery is de- 
signed to provide them wit5 the tools 
:hey need to meet this challenge. 
Guy St. CEair is a senior systems ana- 
lyst,  KKrrolvheOge Mmagement  and 
Learning, Djnsrmlcs Research Corpo- 
ration, New Y ~ r k ,  _N% Miriam A. 
Drake is Professor ErnetYta, Georgia 
Institute of Technology. Both Ms. 
Gmke 2nd Mr. St. Clair are pest presi- 
dents cf the Special Libraries Asso- 
ciation, and they wiZI be the program 
leoders for SLA Pdanagemeni Devel- 
opment Academy> LGS Angeles, June 
8-9, 20Q2. 
information outlook 
communic 
The beginning of the New Year is 
always refreshing. There is a posi- 
tive outlook in the air. Many of our 
New Year's resolutions are still in- 
tact, and optimism for a promising 
start is still foreseeable. 
For some of us, the New Year also 
means new opportunities, especially 
in the job market. HOW many times 
have you located that great job, in 
that great cityr, but didn't get it be- 
cause of a botched interview? Let me 
say that I have been on my share of 
interviews in my short career and I 
can honestly attest that I have either 
done really well or really bad. There 
is no middle ground. Personally, I 
hate interviews. I feel like I'm on the 
stand at some sort of tribunal, but 
after some of the more positive in- 
terviews, I always ieft with that gut 
feeiing that I did a good job. After 
the bad interviews {which outnurn- 
ber the good) I usually LIED to my- 
self. Deep down, I knew that the in- 
terview went awful but to protect my 
brittle psyche, 1 would not let my- 
self &thorn the thought. 
After one really, really bad experi- 
ence, I let my curiosity lead the way. 
Now we ali have worked with some- 
one that we may have thought was 
a little incompetent, and we may 
have wondered on occasion, how did 
that person get hired? For whatever 
reason, they may have been under 
qualified or just not right for that 
particnlar job. However, if you re- 
move yourself from the situation, 
you'd have to give them credit where 
credit is due! They made it. Out of 
aD the qualified. candidates, they 
(incompetent or not) successfully 
completed the interview. I asked 
questions around the office about in- 
terviews etiquette. I have never par- 
ticipated in an interview as the inter- 
viewer. only as the interviewee, so 1 
was curious to find the view from the 
dark side. As I progressed through my 
questions, I received the usual spiel: 
good body language; eye contact; and 
conservative dress, but a very impor- 
tant ingredient was missing. That last 
spice that takes your favorite dish 
from good to great. During the inter- 
view, this little nugget separates 
people liice n e  from the cream of the 
crop. That missing ingredient was the 
ability to PERFORM in the interview, 
STAND OUT, SHOWCASE, PRO- 
MOTE. Now why would anyone have 
to put on a performance during an 
interview? You should be able to get 
noticed, on merit alone. 
"Merit does nor cut it any more, says 
SLKs director of human resources, 
Michelle Shands. "Today companies 
are looking for that extra something 
in their candidates." 
A human resources website (that I 
won't name) polled 100 personnel 
directors. Sixty-five percent of the di- 
rectors agreed that a third of 
interviewees fail to make an impres- 
sion because they do not promote 
and sell themselves enough in the 
interview. Another 47 percent agreed 
that being overly confident is not a 
bad thing. "There is a thin line be- 
tween confidence and arrogance. In 
the interview it is safe to cross that 
line from time to time," says Shands. 
"You never know what factors are 
helping or hindering you through- 
out the process, so make sure your 
performance is on cue because your 
resume and cover letter only get you 
in the door," 
Special librarians and information 
professionals will take center stage 
on April igth to celebrate Interna- 
tional Special Librarians Day (ISLD) . 
This year's theme "Leadership, Part- 
nership, Memberskip: Expanding 
Global Knowledge Frontiers," con- 
veys a message that information pro- 
fessionals are united in leadership, 
partnership, and membership on a 
global quest to open and expand new 
frontiers of knowledge. The ISLD 
2002 promotional items bearing the 
ISLD theme and logo are now avail- 
able for SLB members. 
Please visit the lSLD section of Vir- 
tual SEA at www.sla.org or call the 
§LA Prrblic Relation's office at 202- 
939-3633. On April 18, 2302 Cel- 
ebrate ISLD! 
Invite your colleagues, local of- 
ficials and the media for an 
open house to.. . 
Share and showcase the ser- 
vices and contributions of your 
library/information center.. . 
Leave your patrons dazzled 
and amazed by your presenta- 
tion, which ... 
Demonstrates your vast re- 
sources, knowledge and abilities 
infarmation outlook 


This is the first column I have m7.airit- 
ten as the knowledge builder of the 
new Knowledge Exchange. in Janu- 
ary, S t A  unveiled the Knowledge 
Exchange (fornm-ly the Infor~arion 
Resources Center). The MEx is Lie 
first unit to be launched under S W s  
new "Structuring for Strengthm inftia- 
tive, which is designed to develop the 
skills of information professionals 
and increase awareness of the criti- 
cal role they play in a knowledge- 
based society, The REX now r e p o ~ s  
directly to the executive direcror and 
comprises the knowledge builder 
(formerly director, inforrLa:ion re- 
sources), infoma;ion integrator [for- 
merly infomation specialist), and the 
webmaster. By making Cie REX di- 
rectly responsible to the execkhive 
&rector, we are making a strong state- 
ment to other CEOs sf the importance 
we give to the infomation gathering 
function in an organization. 
The mission of the KEx is to facili- 
tate the exchange of knowledge 
within S M s  global community and, 
with the guidance of the 
association's research committee, to 
support the creation and sharing of 
innovative research {see below). 
One of the goals of the XEx is to de- 
velop Virtual §LA as the best pos- 
sible vehicle for the exchange of 
knowledge within S M s  global , com- 
munity. This community aireasy 
exists but it has not been developed 
to the point where it is an invak- 
able too! for all staff, menbers, and 
our information profession col- 
leagues to exchange knowledge with 
ease and 2s a =atter of course. To 
achieve this we will make best us? 
of curmnr and future technologies 
and promote the benefits to be ob- 
tained from this exchange of knowl- 
edge. The KEx wi!i continue f.-:f:'?- ALL LLL 
ing the XC's role of preparing and 
maintaining more than forty infor- 
mation portals; providing interii- 
b ray  loans, reference, and referral 
services; and maintainizg CONSULT 
-.  Oni~ne, a directory of SIX members 
serving as library conwltants. The 
XEx is now responsible for t5e popu- 
h r  Career Services Online, which 
provides the sear&ing and posting 
jobs' function and *he Virtual Advi- 
sors, a Careers in for ma tie^ Center 
and the Career Connec~ion facility 
ar Annual Conference. 
We intend initia,ally to develop best 
practices databases, message boards, 
discussion ifsrs, aod chats for the 
benefit of SLA members. @nrrenlly 
more than 100 SISi discussion iisrs 
provide a much-used whicie for ex- 
changing knowledge, but it is no: an 
ideal medium for everyone. We will 
Se looking into ways whereby the 
infornation from ail rhese resources 
are brought together and easily ac- 
cessed from one source. This wi!i 
include setting up an Extranet for 
SLA leadership. The Extranet will 
isolate the information ?hat is highly 
relevant to current and furure SLA 
leaders, but of no interest at all to 
xosf nembers andl certainly not to 
potential members. ' J i r td  §LA will 
then be able to concenrrate on the 
great senices and networking oppor- 
tunities offered by §LA, making 
them dearly and easily accessi'~le to 
current and potential members. 
With SiA's research now being a 
responsi5Mty of the MEx, we will be 
suppoiting the creation and sharing 
of innovative research wfth the guid- 
acce of the associarion's research 
committee. W'e will be expIoring 
ways v~hereby members can share tke 
results of research projects? through 
a database accessibk to members 
only, an6 facilitate SLKs researci-, 
statement, the inrent of which is to 
contribute t3 a shared knowledge 
base and to provide the gro~nds for a 
mcre inforned Secision makfng. 
'fie want the REX to enconrage info?- 
zxition professionals to see the ben- 
efits of becoming SLA members by 
provfding invaluable resources acces- 
sfble in one place; providing a vehicle 
for exchanging knowledge with tkeir 
peers both natfonaily an6 globally 
and for exploring new ways 3E add- 
ing value; and providing valuable 
msearch on curyest topics and mnds. 
To facilitate the exchange of knowl- 
edge wit hi^ SiA's globai headquar- 
ters we will be creating an intrane? 
as soon as possible. We will be look- 
ing into ways of autonalical!y inte- 
grating the qpropriate infor~.alion 
ic the intranet with the extranet. 
Our goai is to develop the KEx as a 
:ole-mcdei of information centers and 
position it as a pakqer in expioring 
new ways of adding value. We are 
well aware of rhe possible stnmbling 
blocks, inc>~dng making everyone 
aware of the KEx resources, easiiy 
accessible and user-friendly fomats 
of exchange, and encouraging people 
',c take part in the exchange oof lnowi- 
edge and using the various forzxits 
set up. We wiii be utilizing current 
SLA committees, task forces, and 
other grcups of members and staff to 
assist in Ex  development of the best 
possible use of SLA's networking op- 
portur2ties and :C?owledge Exchange. 
If anynne would iike to contact me, 
john@sia.org, with ideas7 please fee! 
free rc do so. 
j 
'" LexisNexisX [ 
E S T  EEWSURY PARSWEB 
ir the sole s3si;sor of the ZRC I 
Free two week trial for SLA members 
To get more information or t o  apply for a free trial, go t o  www.eiu.com or visit us a t  booth #526 a t  t he  SLA 
Info - Expo 2C)O"/n Los Angeles. 
Get the country intelligence you need, when you need it, from the  company tha t  has provlded 
coml;refiensive globai inteiligence for businesses for 50 years-the Economist intelligence Unit. Each day 
we provide inteizgence on current events and forecast what lies ahead. Covering key eccnonic, poir"tica1 and 
industriai bevei~pments in '195 countries, we'll anaiyse the  business inpiications and risks for you, 
We can help companies cope with today's global business uncertainties 
In ti:ese times of global volatility, reljable country intelligence is essential. Managing risk-particuiariy in 
emerging ma~kets-has become a top priority for our corporate customers. We are introducing a complete 
risk portfolio t o  help executives understand how the  iatest developments will affect their aus i~ess .  The 
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indicators and forecasts. 
And Software 
Last month's column addressed the 
first sale portion of :he recently is- 
sued Register's Report on SecGon 104 
of the Digital Miiteimierm Copyright 
Act (DNICA) .I This colnmn focuses 
on the other two issues raised in the 
report-temporary copies and the 
reproduction of computer programs 
under Section 117 of the Copyright 
Act. These issues am complex be- 
cause the very nature of ?he con?- 
puter is that it m.akes copies when- 
ever a digital work is accessed. This 
may affect the copyright hoider's 
exclusive right of reproduction. 
B?rffee Espies 
Familiar activities performed on a 
computer result in a copy being re- 
produced and stored in randox ac- 
cess memory (RAM). The copyright 
question is wherher -QM copies Yio- 
late the copysight holder's exclusive 
right of reproduction. Witnesses tes- 
tified before the Copyright Office in 
November 2000 that buffer copies 
were a necessary incident of au0io 
streaming on the Internet.  
Webcasters expressed considerable 
concerri over the uncertain status of 
buffer copies at present, given p3- 
tential liability for both perfor=ance 
and reproduction royalties. 
The Register's Repost recognized that 
a strong fair use case ccu16 be made 
for buffer copies that reselt from 
streaming. On the other hand, the 
nature of fair use and the fact that 
its use as a defense to copyright in- 
fringement requires a case-by-case 
determination rr:akes it unlikely thzt 
an organization can rely on fair nse 
in rr,aking business decisions prior 
to an infringement claim. The re- 
port recommends legislation to pre- 
clude liability for texporary buffer 
co~ ie s  bur only for rhose copies that 
are incidental to a licensed digital 
transmission of a public performince 
of a sound recoding and any znder- 
lying musica! work. Presumably, 
audio streaming2 done by a library 
would not pmduce exempted inci- 
dental copies since Iibrary stream- 
ing often is not a licensed transmis- 
sions bur is more likely to be a part 
of library e-reserves or the like. 
One cri'Licism of the Register's Report 
is that it scjuandereC an opportanity 
to reassess the treatnent of rempo- 
rary copies of digiral works in 
computer memory and to restore the 
original balance t k  1976 Act. Ini- 
tially, lemgcrary copes were not 
considered to be "fixed" and there- 
fore were not thought to be infrng- 
ing copies, bu: this seems to have 
changed over time. 
Backnp Copies sf Digital, % o r b  
Sedion 117 of the Copyright Act en- 
titled "Liriitation on Excl2sive 
Rights: Conputer Programs" permits 
the owner of a copy of a program tc 
make another copy of that program 
in two instances. First, the owner 
of a copy n a y  make anotker copy of 
rhat program when ir is an essential 
step to urilize the program in con- 
junction with a machine. An ex- 
ample is loading the program onto 
the computer's hard drive, which 
makes a copy. However, in order for 
the computer to use the program, it 
must be placed on the hard drive. 
The second instance permits the 
owner of a c o w  of a program lo 
make an archival copy as a backup. 
The DMCA anended Section P17 to 
allow the owner or a lessee of a 
-machine to make a tempora~j  co3y 
of a program if that ccpy is produced 
when r@e computer is activated for 
the purpose of or repair- 
ing the xachine. 
The Register's Report points ont that 
the Section 117 archival exeqr ion  
applies only to computer progrz=s 
and no: to naking backup copies of 
other types of digital works. Whiie 
other digital Amaterials are jnst as 
vulnerable as conpeter progrzns, 
the report states that no evidence 
was presented of actual harm dkie to 
the inability to make a backup copy 
under the statuse. 
The report suggests that Congress 
should amend Section 117 to nake 
it clear that the right an owner of a 
copy of a conputer program has to 
-2ake an archival copy does riot per- 
mit redistrib~tion of these iegally 
nade backup copies. ir, rhe alter- 
native, the report recommends that 
-'fair use" cqies,  which migiii in- 
clude backup copies of computer 
programs, shodd be barred for re- 
distribution. 
Eecause the Copyright Office szw no 
evidence of current harm, it recorn- 
=ended no additional amendments 
$0 the sta:ute. ApparentlyS libraries 
will have ro suffer and be able to 
deRonstrare considerable actual 
karm to the access :hat :t can pro- 
vide to digital works for its users 
before any ove~hai;i of the statnte 
will be recoamended. The inabil- 
ity to make a backup copy of digital 
works ocher :has software cerkainly 
is a prinary concern for libraries. 
133. Copy@hr O,fj?ce, DMCA Sec- 
tion 134 Report, August 2001'. See 
http:/ /www. h~c.g~u/copyf~igiZi/Fe- 
ports/sec-104-reporttpdff 
Streaming tecknoiogy normally 
does rro:pem,i't copies to be a c d e  but 
there are some metkods of doing so. 
Ir is these copies thot would not be 
covered for libraries. 
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ITE Dl"viss"opn Announces Award 
The Information Technology Division is looking for the 
most inspired, cutting edge, and innovative chapter tech- 
nology programming of the 2001-2002 programming  year^ 
Starting in Los Acgeles, the division will presenr an AE- 
nual Outsraprdi~g Teciznolsgy Pmgrszmming award to a 
chapter or mgog for the best progrzmming. 
The award will cmsist of an eeiectronlc certificate for dis- 
play on your web page as well as s50.C; In seed money to 
develop further technology prograzming. ITE WIT an- 
nounce the award winner at i:s annnal business meet- 
ing, which will be a Tea cn Tcesday, h c e  11, from 339-  
Powelils Technical Bookstore is always 
seeking qualiv techniccai, scientific, ond 
mic tides. 8b%e offer cash or trade and 
Ip you get the! mest Rr your books. 
S:00 p.m. ITE wii! then reannonnce the award during 
chapter cabinet, nzkicg 'rke presentation of tke check 
acd a hard copy of the virtnzi award a? that time. 
ITE aiso wants to highlight :he programs and events in 
its cewsiettes-b/ITE, Since the best pmgrammicg in- 
volves a high ievei of time and focus; the division wants 
to recognize chapter a c c ~ n ~ p l l s k ~ e n t s .  Examples of great 
programming range from technoicg-j/ fairs sponsored by 
cha-,ters to cutting edge presentatims such as deep 
ai-chivizg or digital visua&!ation, to imovztive w~rkshops 
acd continuing ednration events. P r o g r a ~ ~ i n g  will be 
judged on its c~ezeivity and inpact on menbership. 
To appiy, send yoar program abstract, date, Location, 
and flyer to Cindi Traitor, ITE Mexber Services Chair, 
at cindi.%raincr@libraries.clare~cnt~edu. Piease in- 
clude "chap:er tecknoiogy p ~ o g r a ~ ' .  in yoxr subject 
iine. Send programs sunnar ies  as they happen, axd 
feei free to send multiple sumxaries t h r o n g h a ~ ~ t  the 
year. Award winners will 5e  chosen by the secend Fri- 
day in May. The deadiine for the Los Angeles award is 
APT;: r a ,  2.032. 
locatioe. 
information ou tbok  
Diafag PPdames New C f O  
The Dialog Covoration, a Thonson business, announced 
the appointment of Chris Naylor as chief fi~ancial officer. 
Naylor is Diaiog's senior financial officer, managing all of 
the company's financial activities worldwide. 
Nayior was a vice president for West Group, a leading pro- 
vider of legal, 1-e-egulatory, and business information. Among 
her other accomplishments at West Group, she spearheaded 
the re-engineering of the corr.pany's financial management, 
customer ordering, and fulfillment systems, and also initi- 
ated a comprehensive product review process. 
Before West Group, Naylor held various financial and 
management positions with global healthcare company 
Baasch & Lornb. 
Nayior is a graduate of the Rochester Institute of Tech- 
nology and holds a MBA from the University of Rochester, 
Simon School. She and her family have relocated to the 
Cary, N.C., area, where Dialog maintains its headquarters. 
"We are delighted to have an executive of Chris Naylor's 
experience and expertise join us," said Roy M. Martin Jr., 
Dialog president and chief executive officer. "Her leader- 
ship skills will be an important asset as we continue to 
create innovative new products and services, and enhance 
our existing ones, for our customers worldwide." 
Shaffer Hgarrored wz"th Compsnemorative Chair 
SLA Executive Director, Roberta I. Shaffer has been hon- 
ored with a Commemorative Chair by The Friends of the 
Texas State Law Library. The Commemorative Chair was 
donated by the law firm of Covington and Burling in 
Washington, D.C., in recognition for Shaffer's exceptional 
contributions and dedication in the field of law, 
Morningstar's products and services make sense of the complicated world of investing. O u r  objeciivity, 
independence, and track record have made us one of the most trusted names in investing. Now ycu can 
m k e  CIUI research and anaiysis avaiiable to your patrons. We offer packages for every need and budget. 
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Music ifbrazy Associatron 
Febzcary 16-21, 2002 
Sponsored by the  music 
Library Associalion 
Las Vegas, NV, USA 
www.musiclibraryassoc.org 
Yhe Associatio~~ for 
Information znd Image 
Ivbanaqement 
March 5-8, 2002 
Ssonsored by HIIM 
San Francisco, CA. USA 
aiim.aiin2002.ccm 
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